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Eyes axerued 

C’HEN v.% SPEIU( of fdm adaptations, 
swner or later SOmeOne always asks 
xvhrther a movie is “faithful” to its 
source. But whether we talk of adultery 
or remarriage, most sgree that the cbtk 
matic and literary muses are dissimilar 
ladles. 

hlarltal relations fgwed in “Eyes 
Write,” a fdm series sponsored by 
BZcCletland E: Stewart at tbe recent 
International Festival of Festivals held in 
Toronto. The eight Canadian ftis were 
followed by authors’ readings and pane.1 
dixussions in which the writer and 
dmxtor often claimed that they had 
lewd, honoured. and &wished. 

Grsg Gatenby, the Harbowfront liter- 
a~ co-ordinator who programmed the 
witi. said, “Adaptations from book to 
LEK.X ax full of prom& and rife aitb 
pitfalls.” True. Rare is the f&n-maker 
who trarl:!brms a work - as a pleased 
Julio Cottazar said of hi story “Blow- 
Up” at the hands of Michelangelo 
Antonionl - inro something “rich and 
strange.” 

There were no Antonionis in 
Ciatenby’s series - no Cortazars &her 
- but it usually draw large and perhaps 
unduly respectful crowds. And it was a 
significant part of the Festival’s overall 
emphasis on Canadian clnema (about65 
p-r cent of 400 fdms were Canadian, a 
strategy vindicated by favourable 
rcriews and increased ticket sales). 1 
caught six f&m, skipping Le CXme 
d’Ovlde Ployffe (sons sous-titres 
ongl&) and Snowbirds, which wasn’t an . 
adaptation anyway, but a TV script 
Margaret Atwood worked up from her 
01:‘” scanario. 

The serler opener. Le Sang dm Autrm 
(TImBlood ofOthers. 1984), came laden 
rith heavyweight promises: Claude 
Chabml (dlltor), Slmone de Beauvoir 
(author). Brian Moore (screen-writer). 
Viwxrr thus lured were treated to two 
hours of prig&h morality and sentl- 
mental mush. De Beauvoir admitted, 
hioore said, that her second novel “was 
nor my good.‘, Of course, bad books 
have made good movies; not so with this 
FrancaCanadr production, which 
might have been called, Like the canned 
spaghetti, France-American. So limp ls 
it that even the star, a plump and static 
Jcdie Foster, seemed dubbed. From the 

lugubrious voice-over that begins the 
fh (Patis, 1938: trouble brewing) we 
trail behind a politically uncommitted 
young Frenchwoman as she falls in love 
with a Communist. is in turn loved by a 
Nazi, and ends up a Resistana hcminc. 
ARer her Nazi shoots himself she stands 
over the body while the Communist 
urge+, “Come on, let’s go.” A heckler in 
the audience justly commented. “Big 
Mac attack.<’ 

Moore wrote the adaptation (“an 
enjoyable experience for me”) during 
four months = a writer-in-residence in 
Toronto, making “very large emenda- 
tlons” to de Beauvoir’s book. Lament- 
ably for the viewer, Chabml didn’t 
change much en mute to the screen. 
After the fdm, Moore read from “sorw 
thing completely different,” a novel 
scheduled for spring publication in 
which a 17th~century priest and a young 
boy accompany Indians on a journay 
fmmQue.bec to the Great Lakes - on 
the scant evidence. a dull rehash of the 
Jmuif Relations. 

We then marched to The Wars 11983). 
The fJm is not as bad as some‘wlti& 
have claimed: the occasional humour 
works; the acting is often of high qud- 
ity, though sometimes oppressively so; 
there is Glenn Gould’s music and much 
visual beauty - an autumnal tone 
poem. Ye4 there’s no denying that it’s a 
tedious two hours to sit tbmugb. The 
narrative implausibilities that the 
author’s eloquenca makes credible in the 
novel here become as clangorous as the 
First-World-War battlefields on whii 
Lieutenant Robert Ross stumbles 
tbmugb mud and makes an apocalyptic 
dash on horseback. The fault seems less 
with Timothy Fbtdley’s script than in 
Robin Phillips’s direction. It’s as if 
Phllllps lusted to freeze stage action at 
crucial moments; equipped with a cam- 
era, he ls frea relentlessly to frame close 
ups that turn movement into a g&attic 
fugue. Bach closeup quietly clamours: 
Thb Is a aymbok this minor chamcter b 
vital(v important; look at this actor’s 
face registering the entire mnge of 
human emotion - wondu/l, no? 

No. Still, titer and director were 
pleased with each other. Phillips called 
Findlay “a colossally important writer,” 
his own task “to match courage for 
courage.” When asked if he would con- 
sent to someone else remaking The 

Wars, Findlay said, “This is the fdm it 
is. As long as I was in control I would 
say absolutely no.” 

With The Apprenticmhip of Duddy 
Kmvitz (1974) the equation seems sbn- 
pie: when a novcltst and a fdm director 
- e.xperienced, talented artists who are 
old friends and f&u roommates - 
get together, it virtually guarantees a 
fine adaptation of a fine book. The rap- 
port between Mordecai Richler and Tad 
Kotcheff (t&t time off from f-g 
Joshua Then and Now) was obvious 
during the discussion, and they took 
playful shots at each other. Kotcheff: 
“Some people think that DuddyKmvitz 
WBS a batter fh than a novel.” 

At least parity: even the novel’s weak- 
nesses are echoed. Richler hap yat to 
wita a persuasively sympathetic female 
character, and the film Yvette-despite 
Miiheline Lanetot’s talent and beauty- 
is no exception. Of course, Richard 
Dreyfuss is physically very different 
from the novel’s dark, pimply, scrat- 
ctig Duddy, as Kotcheff explained, not 
an Eastern European, but a Oarnan 
Jewish type (“blueeyed and pear- 
shaped’). When Drayfuss auditioned, 
“he was totally wrong with the idea of 
the character I’d had in my head far 15 
years.” But the director’s choice 
triumphed in a personal force and 
cascading energy that Dreyfuss has not 
shown since. Which only goes tb show 
that in tbe translation of book to fti, 
wrong sometbnes beDomes right., 

W.D. Valgardson’s involvement in 
Gentle Sbmem (1984), the CBGTV fti 
made from his novel (to be sired in 
January), was restricted to an II-how 
consultation in the lobby of Victoria’s 
Empress Hotel. Yet Bd Thomason’s 
adaptation and Eric Till’s diion satls- 
fied the author: “1 think in images. 
Watching the fti was like watcbbtg my 
imagination work.” Three years in the 
writing. the book “was written in many 
layers like a piea of Greek pastry.” Till, 
who first heard of the book in a Van- 
couver newspaper review, ret&s the 
layers, though not without some 
mishaps in tbe bakery. For example, 
there’s a bad moment near the start 
when the young hem, having run away 
from fanatically religious parents. gets 
tricked into parting with his money - 
and clbthas. This happens at a roadside 
in bright daylight cut to pitch darkness, 
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and he’s shill looking for his cloths. As 
wll, a silly scene in vrhicb the images of 
the teata.gds parents spooMy appear in 
bottles he is using for target practice 
provoked audience guffaws. 

But it was the book’s central situation 
that could have brought calamity. 
Young Eric fetches up with his Uncle 
Sigfus. and over a summer learns, in the 
words of the CBC blurb, “the value of 
frlendsldp, common sane and compas- 
sion and experiencea for the first time 
the freedom to love.” What a recipe for 
disaster! One expects another of those 
ghastly tutor-tym ammgements with 
rhich the reader and viewer are wearily 
familiar: wise old chief instructs callow 
young brave. Ye1 the fdm surmounts the 
pilril, thanks to discreet Christian sym- 
bolism, an invigorating Manitoba land- 
scape of prairie and lake, the freshness 
of some new young actors. and the saga- 
like quality of the story. I fear, though, 
tlwt the fdm’s virtues will van&h once it 
rcachc; the small screen. 

The Festival guide hilariously descrlb- 
cd Earl; to Be&h (1974), a TV adapta- 
tion of W.O. Mitchell’s stage play, as “a 
story of P young boy’s passage to sdult- 
hood.” It is not. of course, but coneems 
three mentally ill women in a group 
home vzho at Christmas fantasize that 

the Christ~hild doll is a baby nod im- 
prison their medical case worker. At the 
tilm’s close, the doll is shattered and so 
are viewers’ hopes. From the obtrusive 
“Amazing Grace” theme music to the 
coy. cloying dialogue and the lumpish 
symbolism, this was a script to inspire 
pity for the actors. (Presumably TV 
watchers could switch off their sets.) In 
the discussion the director, Eric Till, 
remarked that the piece suffered in being 
cut to less than half its stage length. But 
even a valiant struggle by Brika Ritter 
(who chaired the panel) to make Till and 
Mitchell say something stimulating could 
not disguise the fact that the play hot only 
suffered, it died. and the film we’d just 
watched was the flickering Last Rites. 

Despite - or perhaps because of - 

After Be&h, it was a relief to watch 
the chamdngly ingenuous Now That 
April% Here (19%). Norman Klenman’s 
little-known dramatization of four 
Morley Callaghan short storlw “Silk 
Stockiogs,” “The Rockis Chair,” 
“The ,&jected One,” and “A Sick 
Call.” Set in that Belfast of the spirit 
that was 1950s Tomato, the film gave us 
Hii Park, street signs, all the particu- 
larities of place that Callaghan so as- 
siduously avoided for fear of alienating 
U.S. readers. 

tJ.w occasionally awkward acting and 
stilted dialogue, the fti oddly did 

-FKAsERsoTHE~No 

presave Callaghan’s strengths. At the 
time of the Papal visit, “A Sick Call” 
had special resonance: a priest gains time 
to administer Bxtreme Unction to a dy- 
ing young woman by tricking her anti- 
Catholic husband into leaving the sick 
room. A simple, but morally sophisti- 
cated story, it was Call&an and the 
fdm-makers at their best. Atlenvards, 
the loquaciously name-dropping 
allaghan, accompanied by bis son 
Barry, diiplayed a memory dazzlingly 
retentive of film options hinted at. taken 
up, or dropped by such as Louis B. 
Mayer and Sean Cooncry. (James Bond 
ia The Many Colowed &et?) “The 
hardest thing in tbe world to get out of 
the movie guy is an honest dollar,” 
Callaghan cracked. 

On that note, “Eyes Write” ended. 
Throughout, one ccmspicuous ghost 
presided over it, that of a banel<hested 
alcoholic named Malcolm Lowry. The 
adaptation of Lowry’s Under the 
Vokwno had just been released. And 
somewhere exists what is by all accounts 
a magrdt%ent fdm script of Scott Fits 
gerald’s Tender is the Night. Lowry 
wrote it; the film remains unpmduced. 

- Ro&v Wkbe 

“ThiF navel gives access, like nothing btfore ir inro the human 
experience of lhe decade of grealt% change Lmcmer County’J 
A4ennonites experienced. . . Those who can akeut spiriruor 
communkles in general or the Memwnife one in pardcukx willjind 
1hi.s wy readable sioty imporfanr ” 

- John L. Roth 

Avai~ableallocaIbooIcplorcs, or&i&&&m tbepublSer. 
Price $12.95 hardbhck ($17.95 Canada). 

$ara Stapnlbaugh’s fist novel is intimate, 
faithful and captivating. Tbmoil in the 
Memmnite community. Death. And preachers 
from the West. 

Main StrfZt. lntWCOurS6. PA 17534 7171768.7171 
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whether writing about rural misfits or 
confronting the plight of Diaspora Jews, Matt Cohen 

ponders a world of epical good and evil 

By JOYCE WAYME 

XITT COHEN is not the kind of writer who describes his fit- 
tional characters as if they belong to anyone but him. They are 
his, and his alone - as close to him as the lines of his own 
palm. Simon Thomas. the main character of The Disinheriled. 
which he oublished 10 years ago, is a$ fresh and alive within 

mxasonist of hls latest novel. 7% 
,a nd for those who a~ willing to 
aI! ways disconcerting ieap of im- 
1, rorld, these characters are not 

:iw 

him 8s is Awan Hal&the l 
Spar&h Docfor. For Cohen 
risk the always surprising, 
oginarion into his fictional 
small people living small I 
dreams and nightmares on 
a grand, baroque scale. 
Simon Thomas, and Av- 
mm H&vi force us into 
the deeper. often more 
frightening sides of our 
own “afurL’s. 

Kingston?” Perhaps then, like Mordecai Richler. Morley Tor- 
gov, or Adele Wiseman, he would find a more comfortable 
place in the spectrum of Canadian writers. Instead, the oppo- 
site seems to have happened. The Spanish Doctor rankled the 
reviewers every bit as much as did Cohen’s Salem novels, The 
Disbdwtted 11974). The Cotours of War f197n. The Sweet 
Second Summer of Kitty Malone $79). ana Flo&s of Dark- 
neSE (1981). 

The Spanish Doctor is Coh i lushest, most extravagant _.. 
e”tuw Marrano Jew whose 

The intense style of 
Cohen’s work has. for the 
most pan. not stood him 
in good stead with his 
critics. With the exception 
of frequent favourable 
reviews by George Wood- 
cock, Cohen has been 
denigrated in the press. It 
seas odd that his writing, 
which explores the ques- 
tions of the good and evil 
in men’s hearts, has been 
labelled formulaic and 
ercn shallow. In a review 
of The Spanish Doctor in 
thd Globe and Mail. Bmn- 
vzyn Drainie’s kindest 
comment vws, “I suppose 
\:.z should be grateful he 
has broken away from the 
dry and ironic Canadian 
subject matter he has 

1: 
usuelly chosen up to I 
now.” Having published I 

r&en novels and four col- 
lections of short stories in 
the past I5 years. Cohen is 

1 
I 

life -bridges the Middle 
Ages and the Renaissance. 
It follows the Jews of 
Western Eumpe fmm the 
beginning of the Spanish 
Inquisition through their 
expulsion from Spain, 
fiance, and Italy to their 
tinal exile, in the 15th ceo- 
twy, in the impoverished 

tyyiog to be philosophical L 
Mutt Cohen about public response to 

his gork. “I suppose.” he says, “I haven’t hit upon the way to 
be Jewish and be a writer in this country.” 

Clearly he believed that The Spunirlr Doctor, his fh’st novel 
to deal exclusively with Jews, would put an end to the question 
he has often been asked: “Why don’t you write about your 
onw background instead of a bunch of dirt fxnws north of 

ghettos of Eastern 
l3lmpe. 

Technicallv. Cohen 
takes on enom& risksin 
the novel. Not only does 
he move the action 
through almost a century 
in time, but he manages to 
make each centre of activi- 
ty - Toledo, Montepel- 
lier. Bologna, and Kiev - 
come to life as he explores 
the dilemma of the 
Diaspora Jew. He agrees 
that the mechanicd of a 
novel of this scope are ex- 
traordinarily daunting, 
and adds with unchar- 
acteristic pride that few 
novelists could handle it. 
Throughout our inter- 
view, it was the only mo- 
ment that Cohen defended 
his own work. 

We were talking in 
Cohen’s one-room, shab- 
by office in Markham 

Village in Toronto. The oftice is furnished in 196.3 student co- 
op decor, remnants and rejects from other houses, other times. 
Nothing matches or blends. The one huge. grimy window 
opens onto an alley where stray cats and dogs wander among 
heaps of garbage, aod a pervasive flurry of dust and exhaust 
fumes permeates the air. But inside the room the surroundings 
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fade as Cohen dixusses the ways and means of his craft. As we 
drift from the Salem novels lo his short stories to TheSponish 
Domr. we could be anywhere: on an old farm in rural On- 
tario, in a cafe in Paiis. even among the massacred Jews of 
TOMO. 

Quietly, and wirh some uncertainty, he ponders the realii- 
lion that yes, he is writing about Jews, about his own people. 
his own faith. Yes, he is writing about a Jew, Halevi, who tries 
desperately to escape the fate of his Jewishness. And yes, he 
was raised in the west end of Ottawa, where he was often the 
only Jew in his class or even his school. His parents, both the 
children of immigrants fmm Russia, provided him with a 
typical Jewish education: Hebrew school, a Bar Mitzvah. 
family services during the High Holidays. But Judaism was not 
a driving force in his home. His father acquired a Ph.D. in 
chemistry. and Cohen says that his father’s retreat into science 
was mobably a way of breaking free of the strict orthodoxs of 
his devout giandfither. _ 

Like most Jew of Cohen’s age who strayed from their com- 
munity. his connection dth it ioday is non-existent. But he is 
still very much a Jew in spirit, and the dilemmas that Halevi 
must deal with in The Spanish Doefor are often very modem 
questions. Although Halevi lives his life on a grand scale, he 
resembles in many ways a German Jew of the 1930s. The corn- 
parisons are inescapable. I-Ialevi considers himself a Spaniard 
tirst and then a Jew, strangely unwilling to accept that signs 
point directly to the disaster that the Jews will face. Even 8s he 
moves fmm Spsin to France, he remains the doctor, the ra- 
tionalist. the early Renaissance man who will neither accept 
the irrational evil perpetrated upon his people nor embrace 
religious salvation in the Jewish God. He is waiting for the 
great age of reason. But ultimately what he discovers and en- 
dures during his long tragic life is not reason but its antithesis. 
What he discovers is the 14th-and 15th~century equivalent to 
Auschwitz. In the end what saves him is his own turning to 
Judaism and his faith in the God of Abraham. 

“I certainly haven’t found the light, if that’s what you’re 
wondering,” Cohen says. It is the day after hll father’s 
funeral, and the event alters every question and reply. The 
funeral was held in the old Jewish synagoguc’in Lower Town 
in Ottawa - Norman Levine country. Tomorrow Cohen till 
return to Ottawa to sit shiva, the seven-day mourning ritual of 
the Jewish father. 

At the end of The Spattish Dcmor, Avram Halevi dies. His 
son, the child of Avram and his Christian wife, is by his side. 
Joseph, Avram’s son, will be the Jew that Avram could never 
be. Joseph will live by his faith. 

COHEN Is ambivalent about the endlng of his novel. as he is 
about most things. In fact, ambivalence seems to have both 
propelled and plagued him throughout his life. As a student at 
the University of Toronto in the 196Os, he studied political 

Camus,-Sartre. de Beauvoir; his the& adviser &the 
renowned Marxist aitle C.B. MacPherson. At university 
Cohen was me of the prime movers behind the Canadian Unl- 
versltier Campaign Against Nuclear Armament. He travelled 
the country, g%g speeches and writing articles to promote 
the peace movement. 

But he was becoming bored with liberal economic theory es 
it was taught at U of T. He began writing short stories - an 
activity, he says, of which his political friends disapproved. 
(“It just wasn’t allowed.“) Though he may still discuss in 
elaborate, precise derail the slmlleritiu he sees between Adam 
Smith and Karl Marx, he left university dissatisfied with strict- 
ly political answers to why the world ls the way it is. 

A career couusellor assured hii that he would be perfectly 
suited for emplo>memt in an insurance company. “1 went for 
an lute&w, and of course 1 was like I am - I haven’t 
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In his typically witty and 
incisive manner, Charles 
Lynch examines the events 
leading to the Liberal’s 
resounding defeat. From 
Trudeau’s long-awaited, yet 
surprising, resignation 
through the Liberal’s 
leadership convention, to the 
election itself, “The Chin 
That Walks Like a Man” had 
an impact. 

The Race for the Rose 
Election 1984 

$13.95 Methuen 
At better bookstores everywhere. 

changed much. My hair was too long. my clothes were 
ridiculous. Everyone there was all in blue - blue suits, blue 
ties. Shaved to within a thin wedge of their lives. Of course, I 
didn’t get the job.” 

After his fourth year at university, Cohen left for Europe, 
where he began to write a novel. An Englii patmn was willii 
to support him and promised to get his novel published. bat 
Cohen turned the offer down. “I didn’t want to be so depen- 
dent on anyone else, and I didn’t want to become a British 
writer. Anyway, I wasn’t sore I had anythll to write.” 

After returning to Canada, Cohen didn’t write t%tlon for 
another live years. Instead he completed his master’s degree, 
began a Ph.D., and by 1967 had a tenuretrack position in 
Oeorge Orant’s religion department at MeMaster University. 
Grant was impressed by Cohen’s intellect, and in Grant Cohen 
found the kind of thinker - the iconoclast, the mar! of pure 
moral convictions - that he had been searching for. Of all the 
people Cohen mentions, St appears George Grant affected hi 
most profoundly. Although an academic, Grant allowed 
Cohen to connect with his own tiitiooal gift. “I was very close 
to Grant. He made me realize that what you think is important 
to you is important, and that you are responsible for your 
thoughts. What g.oes,thmugb your mind need not be out of 
control.” 

OUT OF comet.. He repeats these words several times. We 
open a couple of beers - they taste warm and dusty, like the 
late afternoon light that Slters tbmugh the alley window. 
Cohen controls his own writing, I realize, but the one quality 
all his major cbamcten exhibit is how out of control they are. 
Whetha blocked by the forcep of passion or of history, the 
&rasters in Cohen’s novels do not ~eontml their lives, 
although they often fell victim to the desire to do so. 

During his year at M&faster. Cohen began to realize that he 
had something to say as a writer. At the age of 24 he left the 
university to write fiction full-time. Now, at 41, he says, 
“Grant iaoght me that there was no separation b&veen the 
abstract and the personal, and so I knew the only way I was 
going to wite was if I was&nud to wite: 

At graduate school, Cohen believes, his consciousnas was 
overtaken by intellectual concerns. “1 was very good at it, but 
it didn’t mean that much to me. I couldn’t see why phllosophi- 
cal questions couldn’t be explored in fiction - perhaps ea- 
plored more fully.” In the last 15 years he has hardly taken a 
day away from his work. He began in I%9 with KomoniW, a 
surrealistic tale about a neurotic philosophy teacher who is 
caught between the cold reason of what he teaches and his own 
amoral and destructive passion. This was followed by the ex- 
perimental novel JoRnny Cmckle Sings and his fust collection 
of short stories, Columbus and the Faf Lady. 

By 1570 he had not only discovered that he dii indeed have 
something to say, but he found a part of the country that 
would become his own, both in personal and fictional terms. 
Making his home in the rocky, marshy country north oftig- 
ston, Out., he began the stmggk of writiog The D&inhwiIed, 
the first of his Salem novels, all of which tell stories of an odd, 
vanishing community of mistits - people as tough as the dis- 
trict they inhabit and as soft and loving as the land at its most 
beautiful. 

While writing The Dirinbuited (a task he describes as one 
that almost destroyed his saoity), Cohen unearthed his true im- 
agloative world, one that does not rest on his sonwlistic skills 
but on the depth of his characters. The Salem inhabitants am 
Old Testament characters, larger than life, bib&l ln the scope 
of their loves and hates, joys and angers. 

Prom the beglnoing of The Disinheriled, where a father and 
son have sex with the same woman, passion bewmes the centre 
of Cohen’s novels. The wildness of their landscq~e dries their 
skin and ages them, but itide his charactetx never become city 



pwple. They remain as ““predictable, frightening, and large 
as the countryside they inhabit. AU of Cohen’s writing is about 
pusion, he says, “because it is at the centre of life. it is what 
matters. People write about or live such minuscule lives. I 
don’t.” 

In many ways. The Spanish Doefor is not so much a depar- 
ture from the Salem novels a0 a further opening of Cohen’s vi- 
sion. He is facing his own Jewishness and exile fmm the Jewish 
community. and he is confmntiDg tbe larger-than-life quality 
of his characters by placing them in an historical epoch that 
matches their attributes. In a sense, history has replaced the 
landscape. and it is history that now pmpels his work. 

In the Salem novels good and evil revolve around the pas- 
sion in his characters’ hearts. With ThcSprmkh Doctor Cohen 
is reaching for something kuger: why evil afflicts a whole pw- 

pie; why genocide occurs; why history shows barbarism 
triumphing over good. In The Spanbh Doclor Cohen asks why 
the God of Abraham created the forces of darkness. 

After leaving Cohen’s office, I remember that the Jewish 
New Year is approaching: Rash Hashanah and then Yom Kip 
pur. the day of atonement. Like most Jews who live outside 
the Jewish community, I understand Cohen’s ambivalence 
toward hi faith. I wonder if he will Bnd his amw in his fi& 
tion; I wonder if he will help the rest of us. I kmnv he will not 
take the easy route. If he is searching for the ultbnate leap of 
Lnagination that remwes one from the rational, will he find it 
in religious faith? What I do know is that he will force us t” 
think about good and evil in our “wn lives. For us, as for the 
characters in his tiction, the mnclusions will be both beautiful 
and painful. 0 
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Rick SaWin’s view of left-wing theology as ‘a 
way of looking at the world’ lets him 

preach Marxism without having to practise it 

?&qinal No&s: Cbnllenges to Ihe 
Bhlnstrenm, by Rick S&tin, Lester % 
Orpal Dennys, 31‘l pages, $12.95 paper 
(ISEN 0 8S619 050 9). 

RICK S*LUnN is an unusual figure in 
Canadian wiling. In s”me ways. his 
position in the world of Canadian letters 
bears a vague resemblance to that which 
Gror8e Orwell had in England. Like 
Orwll. S&tin is a left-wing outsider 
and like Orwell his writing skills, at their 
bat. baw 8ained him honour and rerog- 
nirion in the mainstream. Ler Cam- 
dims, a play he wute (%ith an assist 
from Ken Dryden”) about Quebec and 
the Montreal Canadiens. was a genuine 
hit and netted him a Chalmers Award 
for the best Canadian play of 1978, and 
another play. 1837: The Farmers 
Rerob, crested in collaboration with the 
acmes of Theatre Passe M”raillc, has 
justly bewme a classic in the can”” of 
modern Canadian drama. His regular 
“Culture Vulture” alumn in This 
A@zzine (with which he has been close 
ly associated for m”re than a decade) af- 
ford him the kind of forum for casual, 
critical comment on politics and the arts 
that Orwll’s “As I Please” column for 
the Tribune in the mid4940s afforded 
him. There are even times when 
Salutin’s prose riser to the Orwellian 
ideal of apparently effortless clarity. 

By PAUL WILSON 

But hen the tenuous (some might say 
absurd) parallel ends. Orwell was writing 
in a different time and place. He bclong- 
ed to an intellectual mmmunity that had 
a powerful sense of its own tradilions, 
one of which is public controversy, an 
area where. to the detriment of writers 
like Salutin, Canada is notoriously 
weak. And his major theme was one of 
the most important problems of this cm- 
tury: how to salvage c”mm”n decency, 
which for Orwell was embodied in the 
ideals of a humane, democratic 
socialism, fmm the murderous clutches 
of totalitarianism disguising itself as real 
socialism. And that is a problem that 
Salutin, along with many of his fellow 
Canadian leftists, wilfully ignores. 

The pieces gathered in Ma~inalIVo~es 
- most of which originally appeared in 
Tfzb Magazine - ewer the range of 
tOpin that have engaged Salutin’s in- 
ter& over the past 13 years. He is fond 
of sports and writes with great feeling 
about hockey and its relationship to 
Canadian history and national char- 
acter. He plungea into the thickets of 
Canadian cultural politics and grappler. 
gloves off, with the origins, trials. and 
tribulations of the CBC and the Na- 
tional Film Board. He castigates the 
folliu of Hollywood North. that in- 
famous attempt, a few years ago, to 
build a Canadian film industry by mak- 

ing surrogate American movies in this 
counl~. He writes with a keen sense of 
malicious delight about the demise of 
C-Channel. He profiles Canadian 
working-flass heroes like Kent Rowley 
and Bob Gainey. and chronicles social 
and political changes within the Cana- 
dii Jewish community in which he grew 
up. He launches fiery salvos at “main- 
stream” media figures like Robert 
Fulford and Barbara Amiel and deals 
with a host of other minor topics. in- 
cluding Joe Clark jokes, Marxism in 
Margaret Atwood, the McKenzie 
Bmthers’ humour. and an intriguing 
piece on how fear of communism in 
Stratford, Onl., led indirectly to the 
establishment of the Shakespearean 
Festival. 

By his own confession, Salutin is a 
preacher mangu& He says that in his 
youth he was “a teenage existential 
theologian,” and he spent part of his IO 
years in the U.S. studying theology in 
New York. He desaiba his discovery of 
Canadian nationalism as a 
“conversion,” and much of what he 
write8 is pmpekd by a strong tendency 
to semmnize. Too often, he yields to the 
temptation to ruminate aloud on the 
meaning of what he is describing. rather 
than alhnving the reader to come to his 
own conelusions. His profile of Bob 
Gainey, for example., has s”me wonder- 
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fully entertaining and re;ealing 
mcments (Gainey is a frequent patmn of 
the Longhouse Bock Shop in Tcmntc, 
v;hich carries only Canadian books, and 
is avidly interested in the history of 
Peterbcrcugh, his home town), bul the 
yticle is wakened by Salutln’s attempt 
to turn one of the best defensive fcr- 
wwds in hockey into a symbol of “the 
earnest.. achieving English Canadian.” 

A pine on the rise of the New Bight, 
“In Search of the Majority” (which 
ctiglnally appeared in Quest), b&s 
pmmlsingly as SaIutln introduces us to 
two maI people. one a rural hcusewife 
and the other a worker and former NDP 
supporter. both of whom espouse New 
Right v&s because they am worried 
about the state of the world. Salutin 
finds much in them to admire as pecple. 
but he quickly dismisses their views as 
the product of an exploited ignorance 
v:ithout really examining whether there 
is any objective reason for their fears. 
And v~ben he starts examinii another 
cutpost of the Right, the relllous talk 
shc\v 100 Huntlay Strzet, his argument 
flounders in quasi-scientific speculation 
about the sexual basis of mysticism. It is 
maddening to swa writer with Salutin’s 
pcwer of verbal clarity slipping so fre 
quetuly into explanatlcns that only ap- 
p&w to explain. 

At the centm of Salutin’s work is a 
dogged search for a national identity he 

can embrace without feeling embar- 
rassed and a concern for the abuses of 
political and economic power in 
Canada. His main strength as a ccm- 
mentatcr, I would suggest, ls that he 
never allows us to forget how closely cur 
culture is related to the facts of cur 
political and economic life. 

The question of which ccmes first. of 
ccune., is one of the great chicken-and- 
egg debates of the centmy, and Salutin, 
who is a self-avowed Marxist, opts for 
the standard Marxist view that ccc. 
ncmlcs and politics determine culture. 
Curiously enough, the emotional thrust 
of his bock is exactly the cppcsitc. for 
he seems to be arguing - and his work 
in the theatre supports thii - that if 
Canadians could take themselves 
suicusly as a people (which is a cultural 
act) they would be able tc deal far mere 
independently with their political and 
economic problems. The argument be- 
tween these hvc positions, although 
slightly cut of focus, is contained in the 
scene from his play Nathan Cohen: A 
Review at the end of the bock. 

Salutin’s Matxlsm. however, presents 
a serious problem. He defines it, rather 
immcuously. as “a way of locking at the 
wcrki,” as cppmd to the more stall- 
dard definition of Matxism as a way of 
changing it. In effe$t, thii gets Sal&n 
off the hock. It allows him to treat 
Marxism as a theolcgv, to preach it 
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without having to practise it. Like many 
Marxist theologians. he is a creationist. 
He rages against evolutionism, the 
“mlngy and tentative solutions for 
tinkering with things as they are.” and 
longs for a ready-made, global solution 
tc replace the “system” tbat has failed. 
And because he steadfastly rafwes to 
look at thk ways Mm&m has been 
abused, he has been able tc erect his 
demonology of the world on a single 
pillar - anti-Amedcanlsm - while “t- 
terly falling tc take into account all the 
dirty work done in the name of Marxism 
by “the other side,” by China, the 
Soviet Union, and their colonies. 

The oneslded nature of Salutin’s un- 
examined Marxism leads him furthest 
astray in his “Notes on a Week in Cabo 
Delgado,” an account of a trip he made 
to Mozambique in 1978 as a guest of the 
ministry of information. Salutin iva.5 
taken around the country by Rancism, 
a Soviet-trained party cadre who was in 
the middle of a campaign to “restrw 
tlve the party.” He was shown the 
achievements of the revolution and in- 
troduced tc cmwds of people to whom 
Franciscc, with Salutin’s approval, 
passes on a comi~bcok version of Cana- 
dian hlstory:(“Fii the French ruled 
Canada, then the British expelled the 
Fmach, then the British n&ed . . . lea’- 
ing deep roots that remained. Then came 
the Americans. This people has lived 
under cclcnial domination for four hun- 
dred years.“)’ He awn talks tc a 
Canadii-educated intemee in one of 
the ccuntry% “reeducation camps,” 
but implies that the fellow pmbably 
deserves his fate. Salutln sees all this and 
more, but because he has “ever bothered 
tc study the techniques of Soviet im: 
perlalism, he can’t rwgaize the Soviet 
handwriting when it’s staring him in the 
face: party purges, the systematic, ea- 
forced elimination pf potential cppc- 
nats. from public life, the deliberate 
distortion of history for immediate 
pclltlcal ends and, tb~ most obvious of 
all, the use of innocent for&n sym- 
pathll like himself, armed with a ccn- 
venient double standard. to bolster a 
r&me’s legitimacy. 

Ultimately. Salutln’s uncritical Marx- 
ism is mere Like a sledgehammer than a 
scalpel. It is all but us&as for malting 
important distinctions. Or perhaps 
Salutln is just being imxmslstent. On the 
matter of nationalism, for instance, he is 
quite willing to admit that there can be 
good and bad varieties. He would pmb- 
ably even admit, if you pressed him, that 
there can be gcodand bad sccitim. He 
is not. however, willing to extend the 
same ccurtesy tc notions like business or 
government. In Salutln’s ccsmclcgy, 
business is always bad; gcvemment, 
especially when it intervenes on behalf 



OF the arts, is generally good. But there 
arc, aFtcr all, good and bad ways of 
using capital, good and bad ways of run- 
ning a business, good and bad legislation 
und, to hit at the heart of one of 
.%duti”‘s bugbears, good aad bad ways 
of applying business principles to the 
arts. At their best, the small Canadian 
tbcatres that have nurtured so much new 
drama. including Sahttin’s own work, 
have managed to evolve a d&ate mesh- 

ing OF entrepreneurial skills with artistic 
vision, a tremendously important 
development that should be encouraged. 
Salutin’s Marxism, however, allows him 
to see only the negative potential. 

Andtbis,intbeend,istberealpmb- 
lcn~. Sahttin doesn’t really have a positive 
vision. You don’t sense that he is really 
intctwcd in the world becnning any bet- 
ter than it is. Hi main belief, when you 
boil it down, is that real power is in the 
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wrong hands and need only be tm”sfer- 
redtothcrightonesforjusticetobedone. 

Obviously, tbc best that can be said 
about Margi~iNot~ - and it is not a 
sntall thing - is that it is a stinudatbtg 
and provocative book. With a fmc dari- 
ty, Sahtti” einbodics the best and the 

cutmtry, continning something I’ve Felt 
For a long time, that the most interesting 
tbbtgs usually happen o” the fringes. 0 

Timoky Findley’s ast&is&ing retelling of the story 
of Noah sounds a timely warning 

of the imminent destruction of ou; present world 

Not Ku”ted on the Voyage, by 
Timothy Findley, Penguin. 352 pages, 
518.93 cloth (ISBN 0 670 80305 7). 

NOTHI~C IN Timothy Findley’s distin- 
guished career - nothing and every- 
thing - prepares a reader For the 
wnders of this new novel. In an anuts- 
ing introduction to the recent Penguin 
collection OF his stories. Dinner Along 
rizc rlmxon, Findley speaks OF his fie- 
tiunsl obr&ons: “Why arc the roads 
always dusty in this man’s work - why 
ir. it ahvays so hot-why can’t it RAIN?” 
~Volnr ll’unred 018 the Voyage, a quite 
acfonishing reinvention of the story of 
Noti and the Flood, takes care of that 
drought once and For all. But cvc” as 
Findley charts his newfound exotic ter- 
rain and the waters that obliterate it, the 
landmarks. all his colours and con- 
fi2.uratio”s of human passion and 
ammal instinct, assume shapes that will 
be rcLwgnizable to anyone who’s spent 
time rvith the earlier novels and tales. 

In The li’ars and Famous LasI Words, 
Findley showed that his imaginative 
grasp hardly lacked For ambition. Here 
he does “of merely take history, as 
brfore Ithat’s a pretty substantial 
“merely”). and build an impressive fit- 
tional structure upon it; now he 
reframes a myth and sails through and 
beyond it, into a daring and sustained 
flight of timely philosophical signifi- 
eancr. Findlcy remarked last year, in a” 
intcrviec. on the freedom available to a 
whet in reworking a story set so far in 

By DOUGLAS HILL 

the past as Noah’s and yet so familiar. 
The world’s vast store of mythic possi- 
bilities notwithstanding. Few writers of 
any country or reputation have had the 
nerve to attempt a book like this. 

The bold outlines of the plot are ap- 
proximately as wc know them From 
Genesis. Pindley divides his version OF 
the story into Four parts. In the first. a 
weary and disconsolate Ood (Yaweh) 
makes a visit to Noah (Doctor Noah 
Noyes, believer in “alcbcmy and 
miracles”). Yawch corned Fmm the dis- 
integrating cities, Fmm “the great world 
. . . ovcrcomc with madnus.” With 
Noah’s help, Yaweh is restoted to tem- 
porary equanimity and hatches his plan 
to cleanse the world OF evil by destroying 
it. 

Book Two details the building of the 
Ark and the preparations For the 
voyage. Three tells of the Flood itself. 
and the trials OF crew and cargo. The 
fnal section, shortest of the Four, pulls 
FindIcy’s thanes and tensions together 
in a conclusion so Full OF surptisc and 
triumph it would be unfair to summarize 
it. But to insist immediately that 
throughout its length Not Woafed on 
lhe Voyage is engrossingly readable is 
certainly fair; it is filled with excitement 
and suspense and elemental energies 
even as it opens up its most powerful. 
disturbing, and diffiiult meanings. It’s a 
hard book to put aside, and once set 
down. harder still to escape. 

A number of sources account For the 
stoty’s strength. Findley has always been 

a novelist of strikine characters. Herr 
he’s come into a t& flexibility and 
mastery. He has never given the people 
OF his imagination so much ro”m to live. 
not got so much From them in return. 
And a reader has no suspicion of any- 
thing prcw~celvcd. no scnsc OF for- 
mulas applied or actors manipulated. 
The believability, the sheer humanness 
of these characters - minor and major 
alike - is one of the preeminent 
a?zomplishmmts OF the novel. . 

Findley’s Noah, with his wooden teeth 
and hi 600-odd years. is a complex man. 
Asycophant oFYawch From thestart, he 
is ovcnvhelmcd by the mission he has 
bee” entrusted with and veers toward 
megalomania, compulsive bchaviour, 
and finally madness. Initially honourcd 
at being chosen to assist in a divine task, 
he soon comes to consider himself 
simply the Chosen One, and the trap- 
pings and delusions of grandeur take 
hold. He Feels Adam’s rcsponsibilitics 
arc liow his alone: “the survival of the 
human race, the subjugation of nature, 
the establishment of law and order.” 
But he puts his trust in his own techno- 
logical skill, not Yawch’s omnipotent if 
paradoxical love. When his calculations 
and systems start to break down, when 
his Faith in Yaweh starts to waver, he 
becomes a pathetic figure, a tyrant 
whose plan and rule arc demonstrably 
not potent at all. a navigator OF the 
future without a moral compass. 

His wife (never called anything but 
Mrs. Noyes) sccnz at tirst. with her soft- 
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hearted irrexllutio” and gin-tippling, to 
be ploying a comic role in some pop- 
nwaliuwl ntyslery play. BUI her strength 
quicl.1;. shows. and her ability lo resist 
Noah provides the primary balance of 
human forces in the novel. A wilful, 
resourceful. pragmatic pantheist, she 
wpea.tcdly confronts her husband and 
blocl;~ his designs. Battered and scorn- 
4 but in each crisis borne up and pre- 
vniliny by vinue of the love she gives and 
inrpircr. she is a” original, but with reso- 
“ZKC~ everywhere in Western literature 
and cultural tradition. 

The” there’s the rest of the family: 
Shcm the stolid, Ihe Ox; Ham the 
dreamer; Japeth the compulsive. the 
youngerr, damaged and dangerous. 
Hannah is Shem’s wife: she becomes 
Monh’r lieutenant and chief prop. 
Emma. barely a teenager. is married to 
Jdpeth, but with a child’s fear will not 
let him touch her. And Lucy, 7% feet 
tall. of mysterious ancestry and possess- 
ed of dLwp knowledge and occasional 
magic: she captivates and wins Ham, 
and becomes Mrs. Noyes’s closest ally. 
Each of these six has a distinct and folly 
llerhed personality. and the struggles 
and shifts in domestic power that en- 
tan& them keep the novel’s action con- 
stantly on a short fuse. 

That Iewes the animals, and the 
Faerier. Fiidley achieves a” unpathy 
cith his beasts and birds here that is 
neither precious nor cloying, but simply 
che,rmbCp, often poignant, often pro- 
found. It alI seems perfectly natural that 
the animals have an important pat in 
the story; the implication that their stake 
in this strange venture of the Ark is no 
less than that of the Noyes family, and 
in the long run at least as valuable for 
the survival of the world, makes good 
setwe. The Faeries are marvellous. No 
one rally con see them; they are a 
“sheet of noise,” “ripples in the grass,” 
a sound “like crystals forming.” None 
of this feels exactly like fantasy or beast- 
fable, but rather like a special wave- 
frequency of av/are”ess Findley has 
tuned and ynplified for hiMelf and the 
reader. 

The novel’s arose is as rich in its ef- 
fxts o$ the ~haracterizatio”. Findley 
employs a variety of idioms and 
rhythms. In places the cadences are 
biblical and stem. in others elegiac and 
moving. But in the next paragraph 
Yaweb may have to deal with a “horny” 
cat. Or his lightning bolts 
“bamboozle”: or walking down the hill 
from the Ark is a “cinch” for the 
.anbnals. Mrs. Noyes in the depths of ha 
bitterness looks up and c&s to Yawed: 
“Why not drown them, too-you son- 
of-a-bitch1 Drown tbe starsI” This 
seemingly unconcerned mixing of 
cle.ssicaJ and contemporary styles is com- 

plementcd by the altematio”s iii toone - 
variously lyric, comic, tragic. hemic - 
that Findley employs, and his several 
levels of humour, fmm cynical to absurd 
to whimsical to slaostick. 

fU37EW 

The novel’s “se of colour is lavish and 
brilliant. The story be&s in sunlight, 
endures the 40 days and nights of storm . 
and rain, then breaks again. at the lest, 
into clear skies and st&. There is se& 
after scene of horrific violence a”d 
improbable beauty in the book. Japeth’s 
encounter tith a band of ruffians is so 
strongly written as lo be nearly “auseat- 
ing; tbe ctTorts of the Faeries to breach 
the Ark ends limpidly when “the last 
few strands of brightness fell - and 
were extinguished - silenced and IB 
moved fium life and all that lives 
forever.” 

One would have to say that Timothy 
Findley’s vision is apocalyptic. The end 
of the Winslow family in TheLaG bf the 
Cm People, the devastation of sanity 
and reason in The Warn, the collapse of 
an epoch in Famot4s Lust Words - and 
now the end of civilization itself. Not 
Wonted on the Vo~ge, by revivifying 
the myth of the Flood so extravagantly, 
turns the deliberate destruction, by 
Yawh. of that ancient death-wish world 
into a” illuminating metaphor for the 
likely accidental bui all to imagbtable 
destwctio”, by us, of this present one. 
The perceptions and images of beauty in 
the novel - the evocations of what most 

ahwys be lost and left behind - give 
PTndley’s story a” authority and an in- 
sight into our shared predicament that 
transcends alI the statistics bf doom. Do 
we dare hope (one more time) that art 
can succeed where science see”u deter- 
mined to fail? 0 

By DOUGLAS GLOWR 

Sing Me No Love Songs PO Say You 
No Prayers: Selected Stories, by Leon 
Rooke, Ocneral Publishin& 290 pages, 
$22.95 cloth (ISBN 0 88001 036 3). 

IN nits VOI.UM~ of 16 selected stories, 
the c&me de la crhe skimmed from 
Leon Rook& ““merous previous wlleo 
tio”s, the reader is pnxented with about 
as harrow& a black comic vision of the 
world as I have ever come across. 

In the first story, “Friendship and 
Property,” we meet Lapold, a maI& 
“a”t con-artist, a black”miier, a bully, a 
pariah shunned and feared by friead and 
foe alike. Evwing Leopold touches is 
tainted; he has a” almost ptx%er~~atoral 
knowledge of the sins. vices, and foiblea 
of his acquainta”ces. only Ail&e (the 
beloved), his f&ad Rodin’s rece”tly 
deceased wife, has ever bested him. 
Leopold despises her saintliness; he 
sneers at Rodbt’s grief. And at the close 
of the story, he s&s out to destroy the 
distraught widower’s very memory of 
idyllic love. 

“Friendship and Property” has all the 
Leon Rooke trademarks: a colloquial 
and breezy style. a grbn Jlows 
humour, a hint of the magical or surreal, 
a despicable protagonist, and a complete 
reversal of traditional values. r’Rodbt 
would do a”ytGng once he was co”- 
vineed it wac the moral, honowable 
thing to do, the jerk.“) It has a fabtdistic 
feel to it. Leopold is evil incarnate (not 
Satanic but banal. venal. co”scie”ce- 
less): Aim& is s tint. But the world is 
the playground of the devil; goodness is 
at a disadvamage. Love (Abtt&) is dead, 
and we are in the process of comtpting 
even the dream of love. 

There LUC two stories about children, 
those etemal symbols of frailty and 
bmocence. But in the world of Leon 
Rooke, in the world of “Some People 
Will Tell You the Situation at Hemty 
Petmy Nursery Is Getting Intolerable” 
and “The Shut-In Situation,” the pro- 
tagonists rather cheerfully kidnap. 
enslave, beat, and starve youngrters. 

You’re @ainp to hate the dadin liltk 
rascals. You’re @ng to Icam that tbae 
little bmts. up to and tnctudi”~ your 
own. arc the ugliest. rottencat, 
stuptdat, n&test. mmt venal, selfbh, 

http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=Leon+Rooke


This is the voice of a contemporary 
insanity, the calmly reasonable mass 

able rimelines about them when one 
considers the rant rash of day-care 
centrc apOs6s in Ihe United States. And 
James Huberty. the m8ss kiir who 
rampaged through a California 
McDonald’s, is the quintessential Rooke 
hero.) It is pure vfuiol dfftikd from 
inlpotent anger. 

Likewise, there are two grace stories, 
both sumewhat reminiscent of Flannery 
O’Connor. But for Leo” Rooke thare is 
no God, and grace comes in the form of 
a” infusion of evil energy (YvIama 
Tuddi Done Over”) or a vision of terri- 
ble surmm (“In the Garden” -yes, the 
Garde” of Eden rurned inside out). 

Harold’s music . . . had puf Ihe Garden 
of Eden inlo her mind. A kind of 
dreamy. springlime garden. Yet now 
scwral hundred men. DO larger tban 
b.u, were erecting a barbed4re fence 
around Ihe place. . . Men rvilh rifles 
wr9 up sniping fmm lbeir towers. 
Phlnk plunk phmnkt Bull& stirred up 

soft puffs of dust in the add roil . . . 
Off in the corner. darkened. Ihe Tree of 
Knowledge hunkered down, like a rat 
goue fat from too much wine and 
cheese. . , . Two or three hundred of lhe 
small bk people began to fall. They 
rolled down into the 8mss. kicked and 
lay still. or they screamed and weal 
Hmp, rnasgcd on the wire. 

This is Ruoke’s universe. Black is white. 
Good is evil. Humanity was “ever 
expelled fmm the Garden of Eden; we’re 
still in it, and it’s a concentration camp. 

To my mind them is enough evi&nee 
in thii book to show that Rooke tskes a 
profoundly religious view of life on 
earth. Ths world is evil, currupL, frao 
mented. Man is sinful and his chief sin is 
vanity (the explicit theme of “Mama 
‘fuddi Done Over” and “N8rcissus Con- 
sulted”). Obsessed with scIf, he is 
unable to cumnwne with nature or spirit 
(“The Woman Who Talked to HOI&‘) 
or to low other people. We BIT all solip- 
sists; the atmosphere in these sturies is 
amazingly claustrophobic. That Rooke 
loathes the state of contemporary 
culture is obvious - hi resuu”se is 
vituperation and laughter. He makes a 
sueclaltv of the sulenetic euithet. And he 
r&i”& me ok those -self-disgusted 
satirists of antiquity: Petronius, Lucia”, 
and Menippus. 

From funding generously provided by the 
Webster Foundation, Qurrn’s University offers 
two fellcnvships in the Humanities to begin 
1 September. 1985 The purpose of the Fellowship Is 
to support younger scholars engaged in humanistic 
sludier that demonstrate originality and imagim- 
tion. a breadth of perspective and a mncem to 
rikmle ‘speciaLed enquiry within a larger intellec- 
tual or cultural wnlext. While some applicants will 
have compleled or be about to complete doctoral 
shzdidier, the Univetity also encourages application. 
fmm undiiater of outskmdins merit who lack a 
Ph.D. and fmm those whwe educational backgmund 
is unconventional. The Fellowships are tenable for 
two years and carry P stipend for rhe first year of 
$28.000. An apeme allowance of S2.000 will also 
be payable. Fellows will be expected LO reside in the 
Kingston area. fnquirier and applicadrmr should be 
addressed to: 

Dr A.H.Jeeves, Associate Dean 
hcvlly of MS and Scfence, Queen’s Univemily 
IGn8s~on. Ontario, Canada WLJN6 

Each applicant should submit a curric&m vitae and 
m essay, not weeding 1,000 words, ouhbdng his 
or her objeclives in seeking this Fellowship. Threz 
refereer should be asked to rend suppor8ng leuerr 
directly M the wane address. The deadline for com- 
pleted appliotions is 21 December, 19811. Ler fran- 
cophones, alnri que les an&phones, sent invit&lr 
a poser leur candidslure. 

If yuu read stories for escape, for 
humbur, for realistic preservations of 
everyday life, for rmnauce, for sad or 
happy endings, then reading this book 
will be a little like getting hit on the head 
a few times with a board. It’s a” 
acquired taste. Rooke’s humour, hi 
talky style, emnot “lake up for the 
unrelenting bleakness of his thune. He 
hasn’t the lightness of touch of sume 
other postmodemlsts like Cower and 
Barthebne. Q em talking about Rooke’s 
stories here - ln ShakpeadsDog, his 
much-praised novel, the canine hem is 
vouchsafed a form of reden~ption that 
lifts hbu uut of the rut of cynicism and 
rage. Also, I would be unjust not to 
mention that his title story “Sing Me No 
Love Songs” - really a nuvella - is 
much different in tone fmm the rest of 
the book. The devil threatens but love 
atul ftielily triumph.) 

There is no doubt that, when he wants 
to. Leon Rookc can lay down a fm line 
of prose. And I am convinced that he b 
a writer with a singular and co”s&.nt vi- 
sion. It is the paradox of the cynic. the 
black comedian, that he or she ls the per- 
son who loved the most, expected the 
most. hoped the most, and wsnted the 
most. It is this idealism that stands 
behind and informs these stories. 0 

No thought we’d dmp you a lie to tell you about a” essenlic 
wide to Canadian Coflqes and Uniwrsities that will make yo 
,etter-infanned and help your students tin! 

Iceberg Guide: Canadian CoUaga8 and Univer8itie 
19841985 k the on/p book that gives you - in 400 ewtc 
eacl and uptc.date pages - ths nuUonu/educational pidwe. 

Ewy Fbgmm of Study available! 
C&s of Tuition and Restdence 
Scholkshlp add- and deadlines. 
Anwen on: Student Aid and Lams! 

11lyouneedtbknow...atyour~~Convenient.. 
hst and only $8.95! 

ICEBERG PUBUSHERS. 
- 3537 PINRSMOKR CRRSCRNT, MISSISSAUGA, 

ONTARIO, L.4Y 3L4. CANADA, (416)279-2000 

TRAmTO 200 SCHOOLS FOR $8.95. 



GIFT BOOKS 

The season’s art and picture books carry 
readers from the raging Nahanni to Gull Harbour, N.S., 

by way of Toronto the Good 

XiULE IS MD”E traffic behvee” illustra- 
tions and text in books than the old saw 
“A picture is worth a thousand words” 
suggests. A photograph may be mean- 
ingless to the reader without a caption to 
explain it or place it in Context. Illu.stra- 

tions Cm flesh out a reader’s mental 
imap of fictional characters, creating a 
greater whole. Winnie-r/w-Pooh might 
not have become such a” enduring cl- 
sic without Ernest Shepard’s sketches of 
the characters; Mervy” Peake’s Gor- 
menghast fantasies create an intudepen- 
dence of art and word. 

I” experimental work, the illustrations 
can spin parallel but separate narratives 
of their own. as Greg Cumoe’s drawings 
do beside David McFadden’s words in 
The Grzar Canadian Sonnet. They can 
ignore or eve” contmdict the text. But in 
gift and art books, usually one medium 
is subordinate to the other. Maw showy 
books either present a wall-know” 
literary work with splashy but derivative 
art to illustrate the words or concentrate 
on visual images with a token leavening 
of language. 

The books reviewed here fit into many 
placer on that continuum. Two names 
already well-lo~own to book collectors 
for visual excellence. Glen Lo&s and 
Lorraine Monk, weigh in with heavy- 
wieight contenders for the Christmas 
sales tight. A Brash lvith Life (Prentice 
Hall. 192 pages, $50 cloth) is the third 
collection of nature paintings by the 
3%year-old artist who vies with Robert 
Batema” for the title of Canada’s best 
wildlife artist. Loams generally works in 
cwercolour. but thii compilation of his 
production between 1977 and 1983 in- 
cludes sketches. etcbiw, and eve” a few 
commissioned pewter sculptures. 

Physically, the book is sumptuous. 
Glen Warner’s text on Lo&es’s career 
and art is printed on blue paper with a 
laid pattern, distinguishing it from the 
section of eolour plats on white semi- 
glossy stock. Words and plates alike are 
encloszd by box roles. The reprodue- 
lions are faithful to’the deUcacy of 
colouring and attention to detail of the 
0ligi”dS. 

By JOHN OUGHTON 

The artist’s work is sufficiently 
familiar - thanks to its reproduction in 
The Cmmdian, postage stamps, prints, 
and greeting cards - to need little 
description. Loates usually finds the 
balance between sciendfic accuracy and 
artistic impression, conveying both the 
body and the spirit of anything from a 
trillium to a grizzly bear. He avoids 
striving for the illusion of photographic 
realism by sofmning or eve” ignoring a 
detailed background. 

Glen Warner writes engagingly, and 
retails some surprising facts about 
Loates in his text (important early in- 
fluenc& ranged fmm Walt Disney to 
Oriental painters, and Loates, at the age 
of 12, designed the plastic daffodil pin 
that the Cankdian Cancer Society still 
sells) but at times ventures close to 
hyperbole. He argues that “by the age of 
22, Glen Loates had created a body of 
work comparable in quality to anything 
produced by the very best of his contem- 
poraries - indeed, to the very best 
nature art of all time.” That depends on 

how “nature art” is defined; the claim 
may be accurale if we consider only ar- 
tists who specialize in wildlife, but 
Loatu’s early work hardly stands 
beside, say. Dow’s etching of the 
rhinocems or Monet’s water-lilies for 
originality and intensity of vision. Some 
of the artist’s very early work (circa 

1961) is included. which does show how 
far Loates hus pmgressed. 

Canada’s best-known editor of photo- 
graphy, Lorraine Monk, has produced 
Ontario: A Loving Look (McClelland 8r 
Stewart, onpaginated, $39.95 cloth) to 
commemorate the province’s bicenten- 
nial and to show how far it has come. In- 
triguingly. the accotipaoying texts are 
largely from pr&?Orh-century writers 
such as Susannah Moodie. Selected by 
the ubiquitous John Robert Colombo. 
these am placed beside contemporary 
photographs of the same, or similar, 
subjects. The colour photographs are 
chosen from work by both renowned 
professionals and unknown amateurs. 

This combination of word and image 
resonates in unexpected ways: a snap- 
shot of joyful children pirouetting under 
a sprinkler is captioned by John 
Howison’s stately and ornate dercrip- 
lion of the “sanguine temperament” of 
Upper Canadians. The occasional acid 
comment, such as Rupert Bmoke’s note 
on Toronto (“It will always be what is, 
only larger”), is met only by beauty and 
light in the photographs. After all, 
image of downtown derelicts can hardly 
expect a place in a book with a message 
from Premier Bill Davis. 

Given that restriction, Monk’s eye for 
telling images that evoke the people and 
space of this country is as sharp as ever. 
Them are stunning shots of downtown 
cities and pure wilderness, flowers and 
faces. Appropriately. thii book (unlike 
Loams’s) was entirely produced in On- 
tario, and generally exhibits excellent 
colour reproduction. Occasional minor 
press problems - vertical streaks and 
“hickeys” - showed in my copy, but 
didn’t detract much from the book’s 
ClCgS”CC. 

Other parts of Can+ ~fe featured in 
books by two photographic teams: 
Adventures in Wild Canada, by John 
and Janet Foster. and The Gulf of St. 
Lawrence, by Wayne Barrett and Anne 
MacKay, with text by Harry Bruce. Of 
the two, Wild Cmadr (McClelland & 
Stewart, 160 pages, $29.95 cloth) is the 
more memorable. perhaps because the 



St. Lawrence is easier for most of us to 
visit than the Nahsnnl River or Elles- 
mere Island. 

The Fosters make documentary 
naturz films. so their still photography is 
in a sense a sideline during their jmtr- 
“eys. But they are both expert photo- 
graphers. Whether capturing the frozen, 
fluted curves of an iceberg or the rage of 
a chav&g bull muskox, the images of 
untamed nature are strong. 

The text conve,% tbe exhilaration and 
danger of uavelling through places like 
the white-water paradise of the Nahan- 
rd. Thanks to companions experlencad 
in canoeing. the Fosters made it down 
the river that roars pact such cheerful 
places as Headless Ranga, Deadman 
Valley, and Hell’s Gate. Another visitor 
wasn’t so lucky; all the park rangers 
found of him was a bent catme and a 
rifle. Tbis book reawakens one’s hunger 
for the wild spaces of Canada and gives 
some good advice on getting and sutviv- 
ins there, including equipment liits and 
a recipe for banncck. 

Water from tbe St. Lawrence flows 
past five of our proviacu. The Gulf 
drew in Canada’s earliest explorers, and 
still borders some of the nation’s most 
beautiful spots. Send The C&f of St. 
Lawrenw (O.sfOrd. 100 paqr. $19.95 
cloth) ‘to e&d Maritimers to tempt 
them home for Chdstmas. Bamtt and 
Mackay, who live in Cbarlottatmvn, 
have a native’s love of the area, as does 
Nova Scotia writer Harry Bruce. Tbe 
photographs of land and watancapes. 
wildlife, and people have the deep- 
toned, saturated colours acbievad by 
slight underexposure, and the book’s 
rcpmductions are particularly good at 
holding detail in the deep shadows 
created by this technique. 

Bruce’s captions are at once chatty 
and factual. A lot of history - on both 
the human and the national scale - has 
happened in the St. Lawrence, and he 
doer his best to cotway it. Concerning 
lonely Bid Rock, a precipitous six-awe 
island off the Magdalen Islands, Bruce 
relates: ‘The first lIghthow keeper 
v:em mad. The second. with his son, was 
lost on the ice. The third, with h&son in 
turn. was killed when a keg of gun- 
powder esploded. The fourth was nearly 
killed by the fog gun. One of their sue- 
cessors remarked of his own eleven-year 
stay, ‘I didn’t miss it when 1 left. Not 
one bit: ” 

A more intimate vlerv of life in the 
Matitbnes informs a strange and enter- 
tainiry little book, Far Gut Isn’i Far 
Enough (hlethuen, 176 pages, $19.95 
cloth), by artist and children’s author 
Toml Ungwer. Ungerar hap lad a 
wandering existence, ranging fmm his 
birthplace in Alsace-Lotmine to New 
York City and, now, a farm in Ireland. 

--. 
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Far Our is a journal and sketchbook 
fmtn several years he and his wife spent 
on a farm “ear tiny Gull Iiarbour, N.S. 

Immediately, Uugerer dispels any 
thought that a children’s wilu might 
have n sentimental approach to his 
neighbows and surroundings. Ungerer 
takes pride in his rifle colkction (useful 
for potting at sheep-killing do& and 
trespassing goose-hunters), and he and 
his wife boast of their ability to kill. but- 
cher, and cook the farm animals they 
raise as pets. Yet they also admire the 
beauty, of the ocean and landscape. 

The vignettes of his neighbows catch 
their individuality and contradictions. 
One is quoted as saying: “I hate them 
goddamn niggers. Of course I only know 
Tom Brown here in town, and he is all 
right.” Or take this description: “Slinky 
MeWire looks like Donald Duck. Skin- 
ny, wispy, cmss-eyed. He holds his nose 
up in the air to keep a pair of bottle- 
bottom glasses in balance. He works 
hard and drinks eve” harder to make life 
v:oktb livbtg.” 

The illustrations run from quick, sum 
sketches to full-fledged paintin@. They 
are vxll integrated with the words. As a” 
outsider’s view of a comer of Canada, 
this offbeat book has considerable in- 
lCRS1. 

Another foreign-born artist with a 
much different aoomach is Naoko Mat- 
subara, a ma& bf Japanese woodcut 
technique now living in OakviUe. In 
Hnlc of Trees (Mosaic, 90 pages, 
814.95 paper) takes poetic statements 
about trees from many different authors 
and illustrates them with powerful 
monochrome prints. 

To mal;e the poans visual, Matsubam 
v~orks cith texture as much as lines and 
mass, using such unlikely implements as 
pastry cutters and nails to get the ftih 
she wants on her blocks. Working in a 
single colour, she conveys the feeling of 
a spri”~ tree bursting with buds, a grove 
of supple bamboo leaning in the wind, a 
stark trunk with snow howling around 
it. This welldesigned book should 
deliiht poetry and art lovers alike. 

The Life and art of the aboriginal in- 
habitants of Canada’s West Coast, who 
respected each tme so much they would 
speak to it before culling it down. oe- 
cupy the next five books. 

The strong design and tine aaftsn~an- 
ship of ICwakiutl and Haida maoks. 
totems, and implanents have become 
world-famous. Less familiar is the com- 
plwity and sophistication of the tradi- 
tional cultures of the vibes that settled 
alon the southern B.C. coast and Van- 
couver Island. Their aneeslors arrived 
here more than 7,000 years ago. aud 
deveIoped societies with complex status 
reIationships. intricate mythologies. and 
effective ways of living on the rich 

natural resources around them without 
destroying thm. To our shame, “civi- 
lized” Canadians have largely destroyed 
that culture, taken the tribe’s lands, aud 
have almost eradicated the forests that 
once stood there too. 

The most comprehensive of these 
books is Sliammo” LIIe., Sllammon 
Lands (Talonbooks. 176 pages, $14.95 

we can’t match today, and the masks 
combine horror and humour in a style 
from which Steven Spielberg could af- 
ford to learn. Helm in&da essays on 
specliic art forms by five other scholars. 
This Is a good gift for collectors of 
native arts. or aspiring artists. 

The same ls true of Smoky-Top: The 
Art and TImea of Willie Seaweed 

I+em The Winnipeg School of Art: The Early Years, by Marilyn Baker, UniwmW ofMmdloba 
Pm. S3S.W cloth (ISEA’ 0 8875s 135 I) and 916.50 paper (ISM 0 88755 613 2). 

paper). by antbropologlsts Dorothy 
Kennedy and Randy Bouchard. The 
Sliammon are a group of Salish Indians 
who live in the northern Strait of 
Georgia area. The authors detail every- 
thing from their diet and language to 
their folklore. Several delightful myths 
are included, as are records of early cou- 
tact with Eumpeaos and a photographic 
essay on how to prepare dog salmon for 
smoke-drying. Maps, historical photo- 
graphs. and a bibliography supplwnent 
the somewhat academic text. 

The Box of Dayli~hl: Northwest 
Cast Indinn Art (Douglas & McIntyre: 
184 pages, 824.95 paper) is one of two 
annotated catalogues by BUl Iiobn, a 
U.S. authority on the subjwt. Box of 
Dalylight celebrates a” exhibition that he 
organized to bring logether pieces by all 
the major tribes of the Pacific North- 
west from many private and public ml- 
leclions. 

Whether such humble implements as 
halibut hooks or magnificent cerunonial 
masks, the selections are uniformly 
stiikll and painstakl”gly made. Iron 
daggers made before contact with Eum- 
peans show metal-working techniques 

(Douglas &McIntyre, 184 pages, 829.95 
doth). This is unusual among coUectlo”s 
of West Coast India” art since it concen- 
trates on the work of a single carver, 
Willie Seaweed, whose suurname is au 
Anglicization of Siwid (“paddling 
ow”er” in Kwakiutl), and who was also 
known as “Smoky Top.” 

since native artists early in this cell- 
tury seldont signed their works, which in 
turn were sold to many different collec- 
tors, it is usually diffmult to identify a 
major collection of work by one of 
them. But Helm finds Seaweed’s varia- 
lions on tradition, developed during the 
most extreme period of cultum.l chawe 
his people have known. distinctive 
enough to serve 89 a signature: “His ap 
pmach to his art was a” intellectual one. 
No carved or painted line was ever ran- 
dom. ,Baeh was planned, with a draft+ 
man’s accuracy, so that each form took 
its perfect shape and held a precise, 
balanced relationship to its brother 
shapes and to the space around and be- 
tween thenl.” 

Seaweed, who died in 1967 at the age 
of 89, was a chief as wdl as a” innova- 
tive and valued artist to his people. I-Ill 



wrsions of such traditional masks = 
Thunderbird and Crooked-Beak are 
haunting carvings that convey both 
mythic power and an indhidual vision. 
The biggest ones. .Jike the totem poles, 
d\varf the rotund man that wrought 
thun. The only shortcoming of thii 
book is the relatively small number of 
colour plates - 21 - among the 150 
illustrations. 

Nin~tints (KJniwsity of British Col- 
umbia Press, 65 pages. 58.95 paper) is a 
luideboo!: to a deserted Iiaida village at 
th.: soulhem end of the Queen Charlotte 
Islzuxls. declared a World He&age Site 
by UNESCO in 1981. A treasure trove 
of toteox, longhouse ruins, and 
archaeological information, Ninstints 
1x1s once the residence of the Kunghit 
(the southernmost tribe of Haida). Two 
thirds of the tribe were killed by small- 
PO:: and other imported diseases. 

AS author George F. MacDonald 
wites, ~linstints vm one of the “places 
rhcrc 1he struggle between nahwe and 
culture is locked in a suspended state, 
v:here it is hard to say whether man or 
nature prevails.” Since the last Kunghit 
left, nature began to prevail agal”, erod- 
iw the totems and Iwelling the houses. 
Wirh increased archeologicsl attention 
cuhninadeg in the UNESCO dedara- 
tion. efforts are now being made to pm 
sww the site from further decay. For 
those unable to visit the Queen Charlot- 
tes. this book is a good introduction to a 
melancholy and impressive place. 

Instead of the past. artist and photo- 
grapher Domlhy Hacgert concentrates 
on the future in Children of the First 
Pcuple tTillacum/Pulp Press, 128 pages, 
SIS.95 paper), a collection of black-and- 
v:hitd photos of West Coast Indian 
children. She is skilful at tinding the mo- 
mcnt thet reveals a child’s emotions. so 
tllilt even such a hackneyed subject as a 
cute kid with a puppy holds the eye. Her 
rrcbniquc is not always faultless; some 
of the picures seem unintentionally 
iw.‘y, and the exposures an not always 
bmy.-on. But she exhibits a sensitive, 
unoblrwive presence as a photographer. 

She also has the grace to let the 
children’s elders describe in their own 
rords their lives and the culture that the 
children are now learning. Ten of these 
give rbeir Ihoughts in interviews printed 
without interpolations, as straightfor- 
ward stawments about life and the pro- 
ce~s of maturing. “We grew “p in an 
urea where things were really changing 
and yet when I look back. I can pick out 
Abe good that happened 100. It can’t be 
ail ngatiru.” rays Ruth Cook, with an 
v;irdom IhL’ others seem to share. 

Another West Coast look at the past 
has ruorc limited interest. Anttques 
ABoaL: From the Golden Age of 
Eoxting In British Columbia (Panorama 

. 
Publications. 116 pages, 914.95 paper) 

built during 1900 to l9& and still;” use 
today. Author Peter Vassilopoulos, a 
powerboat owner, has evident love for 
these slow but graceful teak-and-bras 
toys of the rich, and follows their history 

strucr&e, and engines. 
A few of them have served as 

something other than floating pleasure 
palaces. having been fishing boars, 
government vessels, and even a floating 
hardware mm. There are bits of human 
interest here: the owners of L’llla~~y 
(1’11 away-get it?) took a cruise in 1914 
and kept the logs in awful verse: “The 
weather remained all we could wish. We 
swam and we shot though little we got. 
except Harry who landed some fsh.” 

Polished wood and brass also gleam in 
another book about entertainments of 
the psst: John C. Lindsay’s Turn Oal 
the Stars Before Leaving: The Story of 
Canada’s Theatres (Boston Mills Press. 
176 pages, $35 cloth). Lindsay’s subject 
is movie theatres during the golden age 
of Hollywood, and he has assembled a 
marvelous compendium of photo- 
graphs, old showbills, interviews, and 
trivia, accompanied by notes from Mary 
Pickford and her husband Buddy 
Rogers. 

The grandiose architecture and art 
nouveau or rococo appointments of 
these monuments to moviedom were 
lush, and put today’s austere mini- 
theatres to shame. A few, such as Mon- 
wzal’s Outremont and Toronto’s 
University Theatre, are srill in service, 
but most have disappeared or been 
remodeled. Incidentally, the title is 
taken from a sign at Toronto’s old 
Runnymede Theatre, referring to 
machines that projected moving stars 
and clouds on the ceiling. 

Lindsay spends considerable time on 
Tomato’s Wintergarden Theatre, which 
slept in silence for 50 years and now is 
being renovated. GeneraUy, his rexarch 
is extenstve. The book does show evi- 
dence of being largely a on~msn effort. 
Better editing, design, and photo 
reproduction would have helped. Given 
the subtitle+ there’s rather extensive 
cmerap o~.American movie palaces. 
But there’s den’w here to entertain older 
movie fans- and devotees of the days 
when movie stars were larger-than-life., 
and live orchestras, or Wurlitar organs 
on hydraulic lifts, accompanied every 
throb of their Hollywood hearts. 

The most unusual book in this bunch 

(although the industrious Japanese still 
practise it). Ice Palaces (Macmillan, 132 
pages, $39.95 cloth, $22.95 paper) is a 
study of a special winter mania that at- 
tacks inhabitants of cold climates. 

Before television and aerobics classes 
drained the energy of the populace, 
people in Montreal, Quebec, Ottawa, 
and St. Paul, hpinnaota, spent a lot of 
time and money building palaces with 
dimensions as large as 217 by 194 feet 
and towers up to 140 feet high-entire 
ly of clear ice cut in blocks from rivers or 
lakes. These shimmering, magical, won- 
derfully impractical edifices, lit from in- 
side., became the centerpicze of winter 
festivals 100 years ago. 

As authors Fred Anderes and Ann 
Agranoff reveal. the fmt recorded ice 
palace was part of an extensive - and 
cruel - practical joke in 1839 by the 
Czar&t Empress Anna. To further 
humiliate an unfortunate nobleman who 
was already a court jester, she forced 
him to marry ha ugliest serving woman 
and sent them to spend their honeymoon 
in a magaifw detailed threemom 
ice palace on the River Neva. Bii 
roosted in treg outside, cawed fmm ice 
as were the beds. pillows, and dishes. 
Somehow the couole survived this friaid 
joke.’ 

North Anmicans had more whole- 
some fun with the idea. The first ice 
oalace on the continent was btilt for the 
i883 Montreal Winter Festival. Specta- 
tars watched with fascination as blocks 
were cut into shape by masons, hoisted 

Award-winning author Bii 
Freeman continues his young 
adult adventure series about 
the Bains children. The story 
is set in the Toronto of 1875. 
Meg and Jamie Bains start out 
selling newspapers on the 
street, but they fall in with a 
lawless gang of street kids. 

$5.95 paper 

James Lorimer &Company 
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Ren4 L4vesque and the ParK 
Qu&b&ois in Power 
Graham Frzer 
A revealing, bebind-theheadlines 
loo!: at one of the most exci% 
governments in Canada’s history, 
from the idealism of ik founding, 
through the euphotia of ik election, 
to the humiliation of ik defeat at the 
constitutional bargaining table. Fraser 
scrutinizes the controversial policies, 
the method of goveming, Reo4 
LCvesque and the lxy party members 
of this country’s most dynamic pro- 
vincial government. IJlustrated. 

$29.95 cloth 

From the author of the successful 
LOUIS ST. LALIRENT: CANADIAN 
comes this definitive study of Lesage 
and the government he led. More 
than a biography, it is a fascinating 
examination of Quebec behveen the 
year-3 1960 and 1970 that delves into 
ik political, economic and cultural 
affairs. IUustrakd. $34.95 cloth 

JEAN LESAGE AND 
THE QUIET REVOLUTION 
Dale C. Thomson 

SINCE DAISY CREEK 
ANwel 
W.O. Mitchell 

Gedge has written a rich and drama- 

From the beloved author of WHO 
HASSEENTHEWINDandHOWI 

tic novel of Ancient Egypt that is cer 

SPBNT MY SIJMMER HOLIDAYS 
comes this exciting new novel whose 

tain to rival her classic, CHILD OF 

hero, a salty-tongued, irreverent 
English Pmfesag has a strange obses- 

THE MORNING. In her uncanntly 

sion - to acquire at any cost the hide 
of the grizzly that mauled him. The 

evocative prose she tells the stOry of 

central issues emerge as Mitchell 
reveals the deep disappo@menk - 
as a divorced man, a blocked writer, 

the hubulent reign of A!&enaten, the 

and a disillusioned professor - that 

mysterious Pharaoh of the Eighteenth 

led to this unusual quest. $19.95 cloth 

THETWELFl-HTRANSFOtiG 

Dynasty, who took his country to the 

Pauline Gedge 

brink of disaster. $22.95 cloth 

fears of every vacationer of being 
thrust into the company of obnoxious 
fellow tourists. The author of THE 
WEEKENDMANand-rHETEA- 
CHER’S DAUGHTER has again 
shown his amazing versatility by re- 
turning to the comic style that made 
his FARTHJNG’S FORTLJNES such a 
delight. $l6.95 cloth 

THE ANTHOLOGY ANTHOLOGY 
Robert Weaver, Editor 
This superb coUeaion of short stories 
and poetry that Rrst appeared on An- 
thology, CBC’s flag&p literary radio 
program, is being publkbed to coin- 
cide with the program’s 30th anniver- 
wry. It is a hibute to the program, to 
Robert Weaver. and to the diverse 
talents of such writers as bkqaret 

Atwood, Alice Mmuo, Jack Hodgins 
and Matt Cohen. ! .%x7.95 cloth 

THE GOLDEN AGE HOTEL 
David Lewis Stein 
A bawdy, exuberant comic novel 
about a senior ci~zens’ hotel with all 
the faciliKes of a summer resort. 
Behiid the stories of this bizarre col- 
leeKon of guesk including a former 
prostitute, a one-legged sailor, an im- 
perious Duchess, and a former Com- 
munist, is the story of the owners of 
the hotel who axe kying to make their 
dream of a Golden Age Hotel a 
SuccesS. $19.95 cloth 

- 
ToI.iRlsTs 
RiclwdB.Wrigbt 
An hioos satire tbat plays on the 
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cssn FROM YOUR RlTcHEN 
A Compl&e Guide to Catering 
From Yoor Home 
C&s&w Hds 
The essential goide for anyone who 
has considered catering on a smaU 
scale. Harris gives practical, down-to- 
earth advice on how to set up and run 
a catering business, and how to avoid 
the pitfalls. Suggested menus and 
over 150 delicious recipes complete 
the book. $14.95 paparback 

NOW AVAILABLE IN PAF’FRBACK! 
THE NATIONAL DEAL 
The Fight For a 
Canadian Gmstitution 
Robert Sheppard and Mtckael Vdpy 
In this comprehensive and exciting 
account of the constitutional struggle, 
two Globe 6 Mail reporters bring an 
important chapter in our recent hi* 
tory to dramatic lit. “The recon- 
struction of the private meetings of 
politicians and bureaucrats appears to 
be so exact... it amounts to a legi- 
timate bogging of the whole process.” 
- Globe 6 Mail !!99.95 paperback 

TRIALS 
Canada I and the l963 America’s cup 
Jeff Boyd and 
DougHunter 
The first book to tell the dramatic 
story of the 1983 America’s Cup from 
the Canadian point of view1 This 
blow-by-blow description of Cnnadn 
I’s struggle captures the excitement of 
racing and the emotions of the sailors 
involved. Canada l’s tactician, Jeff 
Boyd, and Doug Hunter, author of 
AGAINST THE ODDS, give us the 
inside story on the months of plan- 
ning, training, and hard sailing that 
culminated in that summer in New- 
port. nhlslrated. $34.95 doth 

MEMOIRS OF A MOUNT’ MAN 
Andy Rossall 
This unusual autobiography of the 
author of GRIzzL.Y COUNTRY and 
THE ROCKIES has the flavoor of a 
19th-cenhuy adventure story. Born in 
1916 on a ranch in Alberta, Russell 
grew up to become a cowboy, trail 
guide, hunter, f&n-maker and envi- 
ronmentalist. In his inimitable style 
the book is a blend of hilarioos and 
hair-raising anecdotes wtm moving 
tributes to the beauty of the moon- 
bins he lows. Illustrated. 

$24.95 cloth 

WHO KIL.LW JANET SMrrH? 
The 1924 Vancouver Killing That 
Remains Canada’s Most Intaguing 
Unsolved Murder 
Edward star!&Is 
The fascinating story of a murder 
scandal that rocked a nation -and 
remains unsolved to this day. The an- 
nouncement that the death of Janet 
Smith, a British n-aid in the 
household of a prominent Vancouver 
businessman, was coosidered murder 
led to months of courtroom drama, 
political corruption, and a nighhnara 
of kidnapping and torhne that rivaled 
the drama of the murder itself. 
IUustrated. 524.95 doth 

VOICE OF THE PIONEER 
Volume Two 
More FIrs&Person Accounts From 
CBCS Best-Loved Radio Rogram 
BtllMcNatl 
This all-new collection of stories from 
Canadian pioneers of every province 
andeverywalkofltfedrawsonBill 
McNeil’s interviews for his popular 
CBC radio program. Through the 
anecdotes and memories of these pi- 
oneers run a common shength, a de- 
termination to succeed, and a seose of 
pride. This fascinatiog book is a 
valuable and engrossing record of 
Canada’s recent past -and her 
fohue. gl9.95 cloth 

DEBUNK’S ILLUSTRATED GUIDE 
TOTI-IECANADIAN 
ESTABLISHMENT 
E&or-in-ChIaf, Valerie Rosedala 
Foreword by Charlie Faqoharson 
Written by Don Iiarmn 
Bloshated by Graham P&worth 
In this guide to the Canadian Esta- 
blisbment, Valerie Rosedale chmnih 
the real power players of Canada’s 
elite - the Old Girls’ Network. The 
best and bawdiest satire of the season 
is complemented by the ‘loose render- 
inps” of the well-known cartoonist, 
GrahamPilsworth.Itisgmuanteadto 
change your view of the nation’s elite 
forever1 $l9.95 cloth 

Available at bookstores across 
Canada 
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onto the walls. and mortared in place 
\vilh water. (Ice is almost as strong as 
concrete as a building material, as long 
as cold weather holds.) The highlight of 
the festival camewith the “storming” of 
the oalace bv snowshoe dubs aud In- 
di& armed -with fireworks, who wem 
answered by colourful esseades from the 
palace. This bewne a ritual with the 
maoy other North American ice palaces 
built in the next years. 

Unfortunately. cost factors and the 
seduction of new entertainments, such 
as movies, largely ended the Canadian 
ice palace tmditlon by the 1940s. But 
Sapporo, the capital of Japan’s north- 
ernmost islaud, still produces exquisite 
ice palaces each year - and perhaps this 
well-illustrated study of frozen folly will 
inspire some new efforls over here. 

The lasl three books are of interest to 
present or former Toronto residents. 
Tomato In 1918, by J.M.S. Careless 
[lamer Lorimer/National Museum of 
Man. 224 pages. 624i.95 cloth).. is a 
rcholarlg accouot of Canada’s largest 
metropolis which 200 years ago had 
only one permanent resident, a fur 
dealer named Rousseau. Although not 
quite as much a bargain as the island of 
Manhattan. theToronto Land Purchase 
of 1787 was a Pretty good deal, obtain- 
ing a I+by-28-mile szction of land for 
%1,7iJC1 in cash and goods. 

Careless points out the strategic and 
geographic reasom for Toronto’s early 
growth. and includes copies of many 
maps and historical documents to but- 
tress his story of how Muddy York 
became Tomnlo the Good. This is a 
comprehensive study. with attention 
given to political, industrial, military, 
social, and cultural factors. Careless 
writes well. although his footnoting 
sywm might have been streamlined a bit 
for the general reader. Some chapters 
boast up to 130 of the little devils for 
readers to look up in the back of the 
book. 

Queen City (Oberon. unpsginated, 
Pn.95 cloth) is a ooetw and ahoto- 
graphy app&ch 16 T&nto bi Ray- 
mond Souster and Bill Brooks. Souster’s 
reflectiwz. sensitive poetry has always 
had a strong local flavour, so he is the 
appropriate poet for this asslgoment. 
Yet although he recalls childhood 
hockey games under the Old Mill 
Bridge. not all the poems are nostalgic; 
many capture the sense of loss of a 
middl+aged office worker today. 

Brooks takes a contrasty and grainy 
tack with his black-and-white photo- 
graphs. Many are powerful statements 
thal accompany Souster’s words without 
subordinating themselves. There words, 
incidentally, are in white on a black 
bacl;Sround, a little hard on the reader’s 
sycr. For a modestly Produced black- 

and-white book, tbe price ls high. 
Obviously dmed at proud alumni and 

recent grads is The University of Toron- 
(0: A Souvmlr (Oxford, 106 pages, 
819.95 cloth). Ian Montagnes’s text is 
brief: the book’s main appeal lies in 
Rudi Chrlstl’s crisp colour photography 
and the archival pictures assembled in ils 
early pages. Christ1 does work some 
wonders with U of T’s architecture: he 
makes the massive Robarts Library 
(known to students as Fort Book) into a 

and adds a twist to the blank walls 
New College with an extreme wide-angle 
km. He h also sensitive to the harmony 
of the university’s oldest comers. such 
as the Trinity Chapel. This is a reason- 
able graduation gift. 0 

REVIEW 

By RACHEL WYATT 

Urban Scrawl, by Erika Ritter. Mae- 
millan, 182 pages. 817.95 cloth (ISBN 0 
7715 9810 6). 

I WAS EAO~R to mad Erlka Ritter’s Ur- 
ban Scmwl to find out whether much 
has changed since 1 used to write and 
broadcast essays, vignettes, and com- 
ment for the CBC 20 years ago. Those 
were the days when we got exdted 
because very soon the CBC was going to 
build a huge place to house all its depart- 
ments and studios.. Jarvis Street, 
howaver, is still the home of radio pm- 
grams like Slerw, Mom/ag, to which 
Ritter is a contributor. 
’ Almost everything else is different, in- 

cluding the language, but the use of 
“us” and “we” remains the same. In 
Ritter’s book, much use is made of the 
plural p~oaouo, as though to embrace 
all the world. Yet it tends to have a 
special and local application. 

Twenty years ago “we” were leading 
a dark-age life. “We” lived in Don Mills 
on the outskirts of Toronto. At age 33.3 
all of “us” had 1.75 children, with a 
promise of making it four or five in that 
fertile breeding ground. We worried a 
lot about ho1 and cold wars and having 
no future, and on weekends we drank 
whisky and barbecued red, raw flesh. If 

we had known that time was leading us 
toward spritzerdom and a ve8gie heaven 
we might have stayed put. 

So what has become of “us”? We 
have moved into the city, into high-rise 
buildings or shared houses in Tomato’s 
Beaches district. We cycle about looking 
for love or listening attentively to the 
beeps of our friends’ answering 
machines. We are a rootless lot, we pre- 
middlaaged. middling folk. Welie them 
in society wedged between the powerful 
rich and the interesting poor like a 
jurassk layer in the rocks of time. We 
lack connection. 

Put this book in a time capsule to be 
brought out in-the year 3000 by the sur- 
vivors. What will they make of “us”? 
When they have deciphered the glyphs. 
will they praise our courage and admire 
our ability to concentrate on burnishing 
our bodies or on pursegazlng as chaos 
closes in on us? Will they hold up our 
society as an example of perfect living; 
“everybody” equal, nicely off, and 
eating 7.5 meals out a week? 

The picture that Erika Rltter paints is 
clear and detailed if not totally desirable. 
We can rue for cover and shout that 
‘#we” are not like that. But the hook is 
shot through with moments of mcogni- 
tion. 

Writing for the unsighted, capturing 
the listening ear fast, is an art that Ritrn 
understands well. (The dreaded switch- 
off is ever preseot in the minds of radio 
and TV witers.) It is those tricks of 
beginning in the middle, of creating an 
instant picture, of employing a relaxed, 
chatting-to-friends style, of moving on 
quickly and occasionally startling people 
out of their socks that mark the real 
radio writer and modern essayist. 
Nobody will sit still long enough 
nowadays to listen to reams of pith on 
matte= of moment. That demanding 
audience out there wants instant 
gratification. bnd that is what, in Llr&m 
Scrmvl. it gets. 

The shorter pieces are the best. 
“Bicycles” and “The Invasion of the 
Airline Stewardesses” are good exam- 
ples of the cock-eyed look at this tiny 
segment of the world that we are pmmls- 
ed on the book jacket. In some of the 
longer essays the humour and the ideas 
are stretched thin, and occasionally 
there are touches of the whimsical and 
the cute. But readers will argue about 
this book, each making a case for his or 
her favourlte piece. 

I will stand up for ‘Club Dread.” I 
think I’ve been there. I was a little war- 
tied when it changed course in 
midstream and took on heavy, almost 
Conradian overtones. Then 1 began to 
recognize those put-upon holiday- 
makers. playing their awful games to 
rvln approval. eternally seeking love. On 

. 

’ 
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the other hand. I couldn’t make myself 
care what happened to Holde” Caulfield 
in “Catcher in the rye-and-water.” The 
essay called ‘%UILT” has much that is 
pertinent to say about our my-guilt-is- 
heavier-than-yours society, with its 
background cries of mea a&a. I was a 
litrle disappointed when it cgme to the 
essay’s section on beavers and geese 
(“Guilt in Nature: A Special Considera- 
tion”l but know fhat this is entirely my 
fauk. 

I didn’t hear much musicin this book, 
or poetry. or love of any kind. What I 
could hear was the plaintive voice of the 
dmc asking. “What have we done to 
deserve this?” And the answer is there 
on those pages. 

I render what %e” shall be aoh&! 20 
years from now and who will be putting 
togeerhcr the electronic chronicle of those 
times. Thaf remains to be seen. From 
Don Mills to Downtown to where? 

Meanwhile. we all need mirrors, even 
distorting ones. I hope that Erika Ritler 
v:ill coainue to cast her beady eye over 
the world she lives in, and tell “s what 
she sees. At the same lime, I hope that if 
there is another edition the publishers 
vzill do something about the last line on 
the back cover and change thal Wind- 
sorlsh “we” to “some of us.” 0 

By HR. PERCY 

WUI Ye Let the Mummers Ink 6todes 
by Alden Nanba, Iti Publish& 164 
pages. E14.95 cloth QSBN 0 777.0 14515) 
and $3.95 paper (ISBN 0 7720 1407 8). 

rlag V0’oL”hlg connr”ls 63” ancient aser- 
don of mine, that the short story at its 
best is more dose& akin LO poeh-y than 
to the novel or 1o other prose forms. It is 
not merely Q matter of la”g”y, 
although compression is obviously 
essential, and a little lyricism always 
helps. Rather, it is g matter of concep- 
do” and process. the mental stance of 
the witer “s he explores the possibilities 
of the germinal idea and the” nudges it 
along to its implick, ineluctable condu- 
Sian. As for the reader, it leaves him 
with the same sense. of rightness end 
inevltabillty. In many of these w 
thumously published stories of Alden 

Now&n the posr”re of the poet. is de& 
discernible. Some of than, indeed, 
might easily hawcmcrged BJ porms. 

“One Cold Bright Afternoon”” tells, 
in less than three pages, of tbe surprise 
of a young man who “considers himsdf 
to be g very harmless petson” at the 
dllove.ry that hvo agis women in the 
“eIghbourhood a’e afraid of hb”. There 
is * poet’s precision, too, i” the way 
Nowlen pins down his people. The two 
wnne” “waklle onward. their bodice 
. . . neutered by the years.” The young 

* man has “dlowed himself to be elected” 
secretary of the Junior Chamber of 
Commerce.. And in this, as in several 
other stories, the closing words might 
wll be the endiig of a pool of the smne 
name: “Bvt he ls no! redly angry. 
exxe~d~,nmself for bang so absurdly 

I” “Cynthia Loves You” with 
thoughuets crwlry a group of teen-age 
boys persuade a retarded youth that a 
catal” Crl is in love with him. SkilfulIy, 
rhmugh this brief compassionate glimp- 
se into the mind of the youth, Nowlan 
reveals the character of the tonnentore 
and at the same time fills the reader with 
apprehension of polential violence and 
tragedy as “He laughed and went over 
to her, intending to touch her gently, 
wishing she would speak to him.” 

The colleciion. for all it is superficially 
“regiond” in settag, covem al ex- 
tremdy wide range of human insight and 
experience, fmm the anguish of child- 
hood’s disillusion in “The Fall of g 
City” to the obsessive desire of an old 
man to return to his birthplace to die., in 
“The Persistence of Theodore Room 
wit.” (Echoes, here., of NowIan’s poem 
“Remembmnce of Things Past.“) Thae 
is, MO. the aching isolation of the man 
in “Hello Out There ” who, because 
“the people I knew, I’knew too well;’ 
found solace in latbnight w”versatlo”~ 
with telephone operators axoss the co”- 
tine”& and for whom “what was said 
didn’t scan important . . . because the 
words aren’t part of a message, but only 
another kind of touching.” 

Much of the expaience is dearly and 
unabashedly the aulhor’s own, 85 in the 
operating-room dose encounter with 
ileath in “Walking on the Ceiling.” 
Once aggi”, it is the poet’s voice that 
lingers when the last word is said. Leam- 
ing anew to walk, “As soon as he can 
breathe without g&ping, he turns to 
look out at the grass.” 

A compassionale irony pew&s the 
whole book, BS it does almost all of 
Nowla’s work. Both the compassion 
and the irony stenx from the rigours and 
wnstraints of life Lived, and later 
shrewdly observed, ln the depressed 
small-town environment of the 
Madtimes. The stories throw light from 

many someti”les smprising lsngIc.s, not 
only upon that envito-t and the 
people it produce.d but upon what 
Robert Weaver I” hll preface call, “the 
sophlstlcated, well read, quirky, inde 
pendent. end stubborn mind” of 
NowIg” himself. It was no small triumph 
to have dropped out of grade school 
from economic necessity and, thrmigh 
~“ts and dogged persistence., to have 
developed and exploited such a mind to 
attain the front rank of Canadian 
literary achievunent. The story “‘Skip 
per” is a poignant glimpse of what ndght 
so easily have happened to the young 
Alden. Skipper, g snsltive. potentially 
creative boy, give” to daydreams. ls his 
mother’s last hope of seeing one of her 
five soils rise above the tyranny of brute 
labour and booze. At fust he “entered 
into a wordless pact of mutual deface” 
with her, “ot only @“St the father but 
against the pMsu*es of e”vim”nle”t 
and example. Bul the pressurea triumph. 
For ha thax is “only the emptiness of 
defeat.” 

These ue the stories of a man for 
whom life seldom came easy. Rven at 
their most purely bnapinative, portray- 
ing characters far removed from 
NowIan’s own. they in some seame mir- 
ror that life and the lives of the less for- 
tunate around him. But although they 
depict loneliness, servitude. and some- 
times wre.tchedne3s, they ate “ever 
depressing. Through humour and corn- 
passion they transcend all that. dlstil 
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from it the satisfying stuff of literalwe. 
One detects that. looking back upon 

his orighu, Alden Nowlsn wrote with a 
sense of privilege, that it \* no mere 
whim that prompted him a few years 
ago, to adapt in English Tudor 
Arghezi’s poem “Legacy,” which wn- 
teins the lines: 

Our of their rags I made wrea~hv; and 
f-cm old ~~lsons 

Imade honey. q 

REVIEW 

Clearing the Ground: English- 
Caaadbn Lileralare Afler Survival, by 
Paul Stuewe, Pmper Tales Press. 110 
pages, 55.95 paper (ISBN 0 96903819 4). 

FIST ADIIISSION: “I never read a book 
before reviewing it: it prejudices a man 
so.” Thus spoke Bishop Berkeley (sup- 
posedly), and I’ve often found this to be 
good advice. However. I had mixed feel- 
ings when approaching Paul Stuewe’s 
little book. since it deals with a subject I 
am not unbiased toward. Stuewe’s work 
is a critical revaluation of the CanLit 
taste for Northrop Frye and thematic 
criticism, and a polemic on behalf of 
sharper critical methods. I read the 
bool:, agreed with almost everything he 
says, liked his spirit. This cannot make 
me objective. Stuewve’s efforts are 
directed toward creating a more 
vigorous, tough-minded, truly conscious 
culture in Canada. This I found agree- 
able. I feel. then, as if I have been asked 
to judge a fellow misfit. 

SECOND ADIIISSION: That said, I did 
tind things in Clearing :he ffround to 
recommend and that are worthy of dis- 
cussion. Stuewe’s argument is a straight- 
forward plea for common sense, 
intelligence, and aide reading; he is 
arguing in favour of cosmopolitanism in 

Canadian wiling and thinking. In this 
middle part of the 1984ls, you might as 
well be pleading for Ronald Reagan to 
turn socialist. Faulty education, incom- 
petent editing, criticism that isn’t criti- 
cism at all, apathetic readers. and 
publishers interested in - well. who 
knows what publishers am interested in 
- do not a vital scene make. 

Stuew’s rather mild tone exudes 
intelligence. He is concerned. He seeins 
(almosl) angry. He is consistent. orderly. 
factual, reasonable; he offers some valid 
pointers on how to improve our percep- 
lion of the literary enterprise. He begins 
with an assault on Prye in “Northrop 
Frye and the Perils of Literary Trans- 
position.” He immediately addresses the 
problem of Frye’s influence on thematic 
criticism end on the suspension of value 
judgements. Various pmponents of the 
CanLit thematic approach are skewer+, 
most notably D.G. Jon&s Burter/l on 
Rock and John Moss’s Putlems crflsola- 
1lon. 

In Part Two. “Critical Reputations,” 
Stuewe encounters the reputations, in- 
flated or otherwise, of certain well- 
known authors. He attacks Morley 
Callaghan, defends Emnat Buckler, at- 
tacks Frederick Philip Grove, defends 
Hugh MacLennan and Sinclair Ross. 
His primary complaint against Calla- 
ghan and Grove lies in their dullness and 
their lack of attention to such things as 
words, sense, verbal energy. Stuewe gets 
properly stewed up over all those literary 
theoretical methods (minor point: they 
are systems, because based on theories, 
not methods, which are usually open- 
ended. and based on perception), which 
promote Canadian cultural propaganda 
over literary excellence. 

The questiohthat is begged here is just 
what. precisely, constitutes literary ex- 
cellence. What is literature? Language 
charged to maximum intensity (Pound). 
It is words moving. Stuewe of course 
knows this, for it is the hidden assump- 
tion behind his book. A Canadian 
ideology or identity doesn’t matter to 
him - literature only1 

In Part Three. “Critical Issues.” he 
moves into other suggestive areas: 
readers, subsidized literature, book- 
selling, and the role of writing today are 
examined. The essay concludes with a 
ringing endorsement of the craft of 
writing in our semi-literate times. 

TH,RD ADMISF,ON: How closely does 
Clearing Ihe Gmund live up to its own 
standards7 

Let’s take a look. Average sentencb 
length per paragraph is three to four 
lines. His sentences are long, seldom 
with any tiarlation. A sample: 

The preceding discussion of thematic 
criticism and ils effects upon Canadian 
literature has necessarily been somewhat 

abstract and 8eneraliZed. althou8h I 
trust that lhespritic examples provided 
in conjunctIon with the reader’s applied 
experience have rupplled sufficient 
grounds upon which to estimate its 
degree of accuracy. The major points in 
this analysis can be equally well dis- 
cerned in critical wiling about our two 
more pmmlnenl authors, and an examl- 
nation of wreral such literary repma- 
lions demonstrates the influence OF the 
@matic approach as well as other 
;ng$r qualities OF the Canadian . 

Repetition creates monotony: the ea- 
tended sentences tend to blunt their own 
message. After a while. the voice 
becomes “somewhat” (to use a 
Favourite word of Stuewe’s) monoto- 
nous. He also has a penchant for ramb- 
ling self-referential intros and exits. (See 
above.) He summarizes and introduces 
every thought or example at the begin- 
ning and end of each chadter with 
dependable regularity: “As indicated at 
the beginning of the last chapter” . . . 
“I think that this conclusion will be rein- 
forced in the following chapter” . . . 
“The preceding mass of evidence and 
argument had a0 its purpose. . . .‘I And 
so on. 

Stuewe’s tone carries a hint of gentle 
condescension in those repeated sclf- 
referring passages. It Is as if he cannot 
trust the reader to get the point. He 
seems to think we are a very dull lot in- 
deed. Sample: 

The effects OF a debilitating critical 
theory, severe structural weaknesses and 
a general absence OF understanding and 
sympathy among writers. critics. and 
readers have produced a situation in 
which only the most radical pmposals 
are likely to achieve even modest ef- 
Fats. and it is in this spirit that the 
preceding analysis has been offered. 
The remarkable thing about Clearing 

the Gmund is that Stuewe’s style 
generally tends to resemble that master 
of steady dialectical pro= in Canada: 
Northrop Frye. How could this be7 Per- 
haps the source For this troubling para- 
dox can be found early on In the book, 
where Stuewe is busy frying Frye, as it 
were., and goes on to say: I‘. . . if we 
turn to examples of Frye’s practical criti- 

cism . . .‘I Now, unless Stuewe lias been 
reading a different I.A. Richards, I have 
always understood Practical Crlticlsm as 
the study of audience response to verbal 
energy. Frye seldom refers to readers at 
all. HIS Anatomy of Crilieism exists in 
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a” idealist void. Frye is interested in 
themes. genres, conventions, structures 
in texts; he examines connections within 
works, not responses in his readers. This 
is why those influenced by his brand of 
myth criticism seldom take into acco”nt 
esinmtial friction. 

But these are minor quibbles, especial- 
ly vcben you consider how much courage 
it must have taken for Stuewe to break 
out of the tradition-bound intellectual 
milieu in Canada. 

F”“RTH AD~IISSION: Clearing Ihe 
Ground actually does not exist in a 
crltic;ll void. John Metcalf’s Kicking 
.4@d11sf the Pricksgoes atIer some of the 
same targets. Both books are attempts (0 
lost cause!) to make Canadian readers 
and writers better critics and a better 
audience for each other. Stuewe’s wok 
is planted firmly in the ground of the 
tradition of dialectical opposition. He 
has many hidden assumptions: he seems 
to be a populist, fond of unions and 
public protest, and certainly does not 
want to see literature (or “Literature.“) 
become the property of the few. 

Still. he does not push far enough to 
soz why the literary milieu is as it is. 
Ultimately. it is the language that must 
arrest and address the reader and make 
him/her alert. It is of no use at all to be 
dull rhen attacking dullness. and of 
little use to sound sober and solemn 
rhen attacking solemnity and thickness. 
When you have a Literary scene that 
finds a Samuel Beckett every day, a 
Pound every week, and allows one well- 
knorn novelist to say that he is 
Canada’s Tolstoy, Proust. and Joyce all 
rolled into one. new strategies most be 
found to gain back the attention of shell- 
.shocked readers. The unfortunate fact is 
that provocative ideas and intellectual 
energy can be generated fmm so”rces 
that are neither mmmonsensical nor 
even the faintest bit sympathetic. I cite 
the examples of Chestuton, Pound, and 
Owell. The usefulness of a piece of 
witing is often found in the degree of 
opposition and debate it engenders. My 
criticism of Frye rests in the charge that 
he has taoght a generation of writers and 
critics to avoid in lilerature that thing 
v:hich makes it essential to our condi- 
tion: its unfettered humanity expressed 
through vital language. The point is in 
the contact and friction with the words 
on the page in the book. When then is a 
bre”kdocn of the lntrlcate matrix of 
writer-reader-editor-publisher-critic, 
then the result must inevitably be bad, 
boring. and predictable books. 

FIFTH ADRIISSION: The preceding para- 
graph was not meant to sound testy 
about a rork whose spirit I do admire. 
I’m certain Cfearlng the Ground will 
have a salutary effect on there readers 
rho manage to find it. Like Richard 

Kostelanetz’s The End of Inlelligenr 
Wridng, Stunve’s essay attempts to car- 
reel a” imbalance and to criticize a 
milieu badly o”t of touch. This short 
book should be. I hope, yet another 
salvo in the war against the smug wm- 
plafency, dullness, and timidity of the 
Canadian scene. (“I never go to literary 
patties. It interfew with my brutality” 
- George Orwell.) Perhaps Clearing fhe 
Ground will inspire what Stuewe so 
lucidly refers to as “a good deal of 
nerve.” 0 

By L.ESL.EY CHOYCE 

The Thrill of the Crass, by W.P. Kin- 
sella, Penguin. 196 pages, $5.95 paper 
(ISBN 0 I4 007386 8). 

Melancholy Elephen(p. by Spider 
Robins&t, Penguin, 239 pages, 96.95 
paper (ISBN 0 I4 CO7427 9). 

Chantpagne Barn, by Norman Levine, 
Penguin, 253 pages, 86.95 paper (ISBN 
0 I4 007255 11. 

The Pool in the Desert, by Sara Jean- 
nette Duncan, Penguin, 189 pages, $5.95 
paper (ISBN 0 14 007457 0). 

W.P. KNSEUA’S Shoe&v&? perfomted 

reading history: it so&ssf”lly sucked 

of ecstasy, and thai vision wrapped itself 
like soft calf leather around the sport of 
baseball. The Thrillof /he Gmsrpromic 
ed to do it all over again. this time with 
11 short stories, each knitting a revised 
vision of the universe as potential but 
never fully realized no-hitter. 

Penguin wisely allowed three of these 
four writers to provide their ow” intm- 
ductions (S.J. Dunean not being around 
for the revival of her work), and 
Kinsella’s pitch is this: 

Someone once said, “Those who never 
attempt the absurd never achieve the im- 
possible.” I like to keep allempdng the 
impossible. I like to do audacious 
things. I like 10 weave facl and fantasy. 
I like 10 alter history. 
Kinsells is at his best when he lets the 

fanmy overtake the facts. fn “The Last 
Pennant Before Armageddon,” for ex- 
ample, Chicago Cobs manager Al Tiller 
has been informed from on hllh that his 

. ..i..__ -_c _~_l ______ 
_..~...~ ..___.~ _.._ _.__ ~~__ .._ 

teat” will finally win a pennant but that 
when it wins (according to some inex- 
plicable holy design) it will signal the end 
of the world by nuclear war. For Tiller, 
it’s a contlict of interests. For the reader, 
this unlikely plot works like pure nmgic. 

TV baseball always bores me stiff, yet 
here’s this West Coast Canadian writer, 
former Bdmontonian, m-life insurance 
salesman, and retbxd pizza parlour man- 
ager successfully selling me his personal 
euphoria ovar baseball. Even in the title 
story, I genuinely care about the absurd 
conspiracy to plant patehes of real grass, 
tuft by tuft, back into a biitJme ball- 
park, replacing the synthetic turf and 
thereby tnakI”g a stand against the creep- 
ing artificiality I” contemporary life. 

Behind the ecstasy and the magic, 

when& the real world take a big 
enough chunk out of “the game.” “The 
Baseball Spur,” “Barefoot and Preg- 
nant in Des Moines,” and “Nursic” ex- 
hibit the melancholy of pmfesslonal 
(public) players trying to live out private 
lives with minimal success. “Driving 
Toward the Moon,” the.0114 story a(F 
toallv set in Canada. does a masterful 
job of conveying the or@ of a mokle 
leaguer willing to sacrlfce the game for a 
woman he falls ln love with. These are the 
sort of tradeoffs Kinsella wvorrles about 
when he keeps his fiction down to earth. 

Kimella’s baseball world is populated 
by few genuine winners, and he makes 
little use of any Howard Cosell play-by- 
play narrative. He admits in his intro- 
duction that stories about athletic 
heroics bore him. “Ultimately, a fiction 
w&r can be anything except boring,” 
he states, and since The Thrill of :he 
Gnzzs packs many surprises, it is 
freighted with no boredom. 

Another adventurous move in this 
new series is Spider Robinson’s Mellon- 
choly Elephattls. I’ve always had a soft 
spot in my heart for those editors who 
let slip into print Robinson’s quirky 
puns, eccentric revelations, and his 
slightly paranoid yet optimistic visions 
of the future. 

I don’t fully understand his defensive- 
ness, however, as he takes pot-shots in 
his introduction at folks who still see SF 
as Sci-Pi - that is, “rocket ships and 
ray guns and cute li’l robots.” He rlght- 
folly insists that “SF examines fictions 
which are imcrninarv buf viable” and 
goes so far & to-point out that it 
“mediates between the s&ntist and the 
poet.” But he seems to lose his footing 
when he goes further to argue that SF is 
evan more legitimate than small-press 
literary publishing. 

Speaking of the benighted, high-pay- 
ing SF mags, he reminds his readers that 
“they pay cash on the barrel - none of 
this ‘free copies and vegetables when in 

http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=Kinsella
http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=Spider+Robinson
http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=Norman+Levine
http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=Sarah+Duncan
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The Catholic Church in 
Nemfoundlattd with a special 
section on the Pope’s visit to that 
province. 
Paul ~CDWeill $35.00 cloth 
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Number 9 in Canada’s Atlantic 
Folklore-Folklife Series 
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Fish Whales and Fishermen, 
their conflicts and their 
contributions totoday%society 
The Whole Becemrch Group 
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‘A landmark in Canadian lf?tterS’ 
- NoriWop Frye 
‘Fascinating as a detectiw story. 
Impressively researched - the first 
maJor biography of a major 
Canadian poet’ 
- Margaret Atbwod 
The unpredictable life of 
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recognition, at age 45. as the 
leading Canadian poet of his 
generation. 
S24.95 cloth 514.95 paper 
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season’ nonsense found elsewhere.” I 
think that’s hitting below the zucchini. 
Besides, whether he likes it or “01. 
Robinson Is quite a lilerary wirer. He 
fiddles around with the fine tuning of 
the language until he makes it do what 
he wants, and that’s probably why 
Penguin wanted him in the flock. 

“Satan’s Children” is a teasing 
reminder that we might someday hit on a 
re& good drag - one that makes any- 
Ott who takes it teIl the txath. t.The kids 
learn quickly that straighten& out the 
world ls “ever easy, bat they get to work 
es best they ca” turning on Haligcnians, a 
j&e in Saint John “with more rvrit&les 
than a William Goldman now%” a Con- 
servative MP fmm Month, mayors, a 
car salesman, and even “the aging Peter 
Gmwski.“) “It’s a Sunny Day” feeds off 
Robinson’s ideali@ if not quite idyl8c 
days lIvi”g in rural Nova Scotia. The 
planet of “New Home” ls mod&d eftex 
the Annapolis Valley. 

Beware of the didactic in the book. In 
one of the least appealing stories, “In 
the Olden Days.” a near-future grand- 
father explains to his grandkids how the 
world got to be in such shambles: 

&twce” the anti-teckerr and the “o- 
nukers and lhe stdp-fusion jerks and the 
small-is-beautiful types and the appro- 
priate lechnology folks and the back-lo- 
the kmdcrr they managed to pull the 
plug. to thmw away the whale goddam 
rolar system. 

Such a simplistic view toward those who 
worry about technology will probably 
offend most serious SF readers who 
don’t “exssarily always read .s&mx 
with a capital S. 

Yet, if you’Il forgive him hip weak- 
nesses, this author will charm the socks 
off you with a story about the re.wre* 
don of John Lennon (“Rubber Soul”), a 
few setious karma-twisters, and my per- 
sonal favourite, “High Infidelity,” 
wherein a” oversexed female pro- 
tagonist, married to a brain-transplant 
specialist, fmds hersdf e&ins sex more 
while fuesislng about her hubby’s close 
mlkague, Sam Hamill. Cnne annlver- 
sary time, the u”suspstbtg wife allows 
hersdf to be seduced by her object of 
desire and somewhere near the crucial 
moment of consummation “she clutched 
at the top of his head end felt where the 
scalp flap had been resutwed.” 

Champagws Born pulls together “a 
retrospective of Norman Levine’s finest 
work” written between 1958 and 1978. 
If Robinson’s concern is the future and 
Kinsella’s the magical alteration of the 
present, Levine is more occupied with 
what happens “when the present. ““ex- 
pectedly, confronts the past.” His 
fiction works in quiet. subtle ways. 
focusing on the beneath-the-skin, minor 
revolutions that direct our lives. His sim- 

moving simply b&use 6e is (or co”- 
vincingly appears to be) so intimate and 
honest with himself. 

Levine almost always writes close to 
home, beginning “In Lower Town,” set 
in the Ottawa of his childhood, and 
moving on to his expatriate life on the 
Cornish coast and visits home to Cana- 
dian soil. The preoccupation with the 
subject of writing suggests in itself that 
Levine prefers to write more about the 
life lived than the life imagined. 

“We All Begin in a Little Magazine” 
dips into the subculture of anxious poets 
and fiction writers finding for failing io 
find) a publisher and an audience. “By a 
Frozen River” and “Thin Ice” are pro- 

of another read here. If you’ve beei 
reading Levine all along, there will pro- 
bably be few surprises, but Champagne 
Barn is a valuable distillation of work by 
a writer whose persistently uncompli- 
cated style allows him to reveal so much 
by sayiig so little. 

Sara Jeanttette Duncan’s The Pool in 
theDesert was first published in 1903. In 
an excellent introduction to this some- 
what difficult reissued volume, Rose- 
mary Sullivan explains that, “As a 
feminist, Duncan was neither a suf- 
fragette nor a political activist believing 
that women would achieve equality 
through individual effort and 
education.” She avoided the advice of 
a” elder who had told her that “Novel- 
making women always come to some 
bad end,” and instead carved out a suc- 
cessful career as both a journalist and a 
!xion writer. 

Sullivan also ooints oat that this 
pivotal Canadian &oman writer “was an 
elitist and a monarchist.” The stories in 
this volume. all set in Britishaccupied 
India, examine women engaged in per- 
sonal struggles for emancipation in a 
very claustrophobic world of colonial 
social impediments. While Duncan UC- 
hibits almost no sensitivity to the plight 
of impoverished Indians, she does ex- 
plore rather convincingly white women’s 
attempts to break free, if only briefly 
from the constraints set upon their enm- 
tional and intellectual development. 

In “The Pool in the Desert,” perhaps 
the most eloquent story in the book, 
Judy. a 37+ear-old married woman, 
becomes emotionally entangled with her 
friend’s 26year-old son. The potential 
for emotional release and fultilment is 
examined by the narrator, but for Judy 
the straggle must ultimately be abandon- 
ed. When a globe-trotting traveller 
suggests to Judy. “I think you Anglo- 
Indians live in a kind of little pxadise,” 
she sums up the plight of the captive 
British women of India by adding, 
“with everything but the essentials.” 0 
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A Social Critique of the 
Judgement of Taste 

Pierre Bourdieu 
Translated by Richard Nice 
Bourdieu probes the relationship between 
taste and class in contemporary France, and 
makes a significant contribution to current 
debates on the theory of culture. 

Harvard Urhmsity Press 
79 Garden Street. Cambridge, MA 02138 

ed. with Introduction and Notes 
by Frank M. Tierney 

A revised, definitive edition, superseding all ax- 
isting texts of Sangster’s major poem. 
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‘Richard Rohmer makes no secret of the fact 
that he is writing fiction to convey a Fessage. I’m 

trying to tell a story, nothing else’ 

energy field, and he is the 
author of a standard law text, 
The Oil and Gas Lease in 
Canada (1973). Born in New 
Glasgw, N.S., and educated 
at Dalhourie and Harvard 
univcrtities. Ballem now lives 
with his wifeand three children 
in Calgary, where he is a senior 
partncr in rhe law firm of 
Bollem, ivlcDill, and I\llac- 
Inner. On a recent promotional 
!~UT IO Toronto he was inter- 
riewcd by h,Iark Gerson: 

Goolrr in Canado: Whof’s (I 
1wll-klzoan energy lawyer 
doiq wiring novels? 
Joolm Ballem: It’s just some- 
thing that appeals to me. some- 
thing I enjoy doing. I don’t 
think the two are muiually 
esclu~ive. In fact, to some 
degree, lhcy’ve supported each 
othLq. While my last two books 
had nothing fo do with the oil 
indurtry. some of my previous 
novels - notably The Devil’s 
Ligbrcr and The Moon Pool- 
are very much involved with 
that industry and rose out of 
my experiences in it. 
BIG: DO JWU condder yours@ 
to be u law~w who writes 
now/s or (I novelist who hop 
pen; to pro&x hw? John 

Bdlcm: I think I’m still a lawyer who 
wlw novels. I’ve structured my life so 
that the law comes first. It has absolute 
demands and deadlines. When you’re in- 

~ur!ca IS a sideline for John Ballem, valved in a hearing about a pipeline, for Rohmer makes no secret of the fact that 
bur that hasn’t stopped him from pro- example, it requires all your energy and he is using fiction to convey a message. 
ducing six thrillers in the past decade. dedication. I’ve learned to put the book I’m trying to write fiction because I want 
The Dzwl’s Lighter (19731, The Diriy down for a while and know that I can go to tell a story. nothing else. 
Scawio (1974, The Judas Conspirecy back to it without too much frustration. BiC: Yel your books convey disfincf 
(19761. ThcMoon Pool (1976). Sacrifice In some ways. it’s not a bad thlog, poti of view. For exompk. you pr+ 
Ploy 11961). and The Marigol Run because it givea me some distance from dieted Ihe Nallonal Rnetgy Policy and 
II9531 were all written around a buoy the manuscript. wnmed of ifs connquencrp. And The 
career in oil and gas law. Several, includ- BiC Do you oflen find youtxeU com- Mrigot Run makvs some clear SIa?- 
iw his current work. Oil PaI& Em&, pllred lo lhot olher sumesqiil lawyer/ menls about less developed cowdries. 
drav: on his experiences in the Are there eccidenhzl? 

B&m: Oh no. they’re all in- 
tentional. and i want them to 
be picked up. But I don’t want 
them to become the m&n 
d’&re of the books. The mesr- 
age is there, but t&A’s not the 
reason I’m wiling the book. 
BiC: As o busy lawyer you 
must Jivd it diffieurr lo muin- 
lain B r&m writing mudoe. 
Ballem: I write on weekends 
and two nights Lweek if it’s 
possible. Quite often neither is 
possible, but when I have the 
lime that’s what I like to do. I 
write for four or five hours at a 
stretch, which is all I find I can 
hack. Years ago. I was very 
much involved in horses - 
showing them, jumping, and 
so on - and 1 think I’m using 
just about the same block of 
time for witing as I wd to de- 
vote to horses. 
BiC: When you sil down 10 
write, *nz Ihings fairly clew in 
your mind or me you strug- 
gllng with II blank page? 
Ballem: It depends on the stage 
I’m at. Once I’m well inro * 
book, I have a pretty good idea 
of what’s going to happen. 
Sometimes, when I have a 
mental block about how a cer- 
taln situation in going to be 
resolved, I’ve found it useful to 

now&& Richard Rohmer? jusl let the characters spill out on the 
Ballem: I’wrun into it quite a bit and page. It’s astonishing what they can do 
I’m sure Rohmer has BE well. I think our and how things will come together, 

objectives are a little different, though. sometimes in ways that you haven’t 



predicted or thought possible. Usually 
rhot I haw before I start a book is a” 
idea of the setting, pretty good descrip- 
tions of three or Four of the main char- 
actcrs - three or Four pages of descrip- 
tions - and some idea OF the plot 
machinery. And with that in hand I’ve 
got enough to get started. But I never 
knov: the ending, never. 
BiC How long does it take you fmm :he 
day you begin until you have a manu- 
script wifh which you’re sat.i&i? 
Cnllcm: Oil Pat& Empire was started in 
June of 1952 and finished in April. 1984. 
But that’s longer than average. I would 
say that my books take me 12 to 14 moe- 
111s to write. but bear in mind that I’m 
not at it all the time. 
CiC: I:%en did you start witing_ticlion? 
Eallrm: I starled sometime inihe late 
1960s. Although I’d thought about it 
several times, what probably got me 
started on fiction was a job doing the 
narration For a CBC film shot in Africa. 
When I canw back From Africa and 
v:orl:ed v:ith some of the professional 
scripwriters who were putting the thing 
together, I realized that there wasn’t a 
great deal to it and that I could probably 
wile just as well. The First story I 
selected was one that had been on my 
mind for years and goes back to what I 
v:as saying about my two careers. As a 
result of practising oil and gas law. I had 
been on the site of two wild wells, wells 
that vxre oat of control. The memory of 
that v/as unforgettable and led to the set- 
ting and central theme of The Devil’s 
Lighter. I embellished it with all sorts of 
chicanery. but the central theme relates 
back to those experiences. 
EIC: Wlty. whenyoustarted writing, did 
yoon choose the thriller? 
Bnll:m: I’m interested in things that 
happen and not terribly interested in in- 
terior kmdscapes. I like stories OF adven- 
ture and just find them easier to cope 
rith. I’m at ease with the thriller genre. 
For what I wanted to say, For the a”- 
‘dience I wanted to reach, it seented 
natural. But I’ve just finished a ma”“- 
script that departs From that. It’swhat 1 
would like to think of as a mainstream 
mmmercial novel. This one also involves 
the oil industry, but instead of using 
violence to resolve the plot. there’s a lot 
of normal life in it. 
EiC How would you d&e “main- 
~tm71n commerciu~ novel”? 
Eallem: I don’t want to flatter myself, 
but this book might be compared with 
sometig Arthur Iiailey would do, 
where you’re not i” the thriller go”=, 
but vzhere there’s still a lot OF action I” 
it. This book is about the oil industry in 
that golden era that may never return 
again. The sky was the limit then and 
there were wry Fascinati”g doers and 
achievers out loose. 

BiCt Are ail your books bawd on some- people and talked to many of them. 
thing you’ve done or somewhere you’ve They see all this tourist money co”dng 
been? in; they know they have to have il, but 
Ballem: Yes. You take situation; snd they resent it. And you can’t blame them 
change them around, then you take For their ambivalence toward the whole 
some characteristIw From certain people tbIng. Another aspect I used in The 
and you mix them up. But the inspira- Marigot Run is the idea that these little 
tIon is usually Fairly close to something islands are theirawn little republii. I 
you know about. As I said, TheDevil’s remember talkI”g to John Compton, 
Lighter came From the experiences with who was about to become the prime 
the wild wells. The Moon Pool, which minirter of St. Lucia, just before In- 
involves drilling in the Arctic and native dependenn, and he said that the only 
ri&ts, csme From a long experience I thing he really worried about was thal 
had with the Berger commission and they were vulnerable. Anybody could 
other tribunals that were agonizing over organize a bunch of desperadoes to go 
whether a “ortheru pipeline should be down tbwc and take it over. 
built. I had the opportunity to spend a BIG: Are you interested in bmnching 
lot of time in the Arctic, listening to into any other kin& of writing? 
these native people talk about their life. Bdlem: Well I already do a Fair amount 

The last two books, Sacrifice Play and of on-canwa TV work, which involves a 
The Marigot Run. result From my ea- certain Bmoont of writing. And just For 
treme interest in the Caribbean. Over the Fun, I recently started writing short 
years, I’ve spent a lot of time there, but stories, which 1 like because you can do 
I’ve done more than lie on the beach. I them quickly. A novel is a marathon 
b- curious about the plight of the run. You’re in it For a long time.0 

A fine madness: from a hihrious 
post-hippie picaresque to the unforgiving 

vengeance of a jealous God 

By ALBERT0 MANGUEL 

JOHN ORAY’S Dazzled (Irwin. 224 pages, 
$18.95 cloth) begins not in the 1960s - 
that great New Romantic Age - but 10 
years later. when the characters have 
had time to be embarrassed out of their 
Indian shirts and Kahlil Gibran paper- 
backs. “I was an asshole in 1974,” is 
how Gray’s modern hero, Willard. 
defines himself in the book’s fiat sen- 
tenee - and no one contradicts him. 

Willard is a kept man: kept by his wife 
Wanda, a dentist’s assistant. Willard is 
also a” idler because Willard is a child OF 
the ‘609. and in the ’60s “idleness was a 
non-act of great moral courage.” OF- 
Fended by one of Wanda’s remarks, 
Willard thredtens her with going out to 
work; Wanda calls his bluff and he finds 
himself launched in a career as a sales- 
ma”. The.Fates who rule our lives (even 
those of down-and-out hippies) have 
made Willard Fall into a trap. But the 
fates are also kind: the job Willard lands 
is not just any job. In the midst of 
Chuck Queasy’s Men’s Wear (“Clothes 
for the Discriminating Male”) Willard is 
hit by The Revelation. Like 
Teofelsdtickh in Carlyle’s Sartor Resar- 
tus, WillN discovers that life is bat a 
comllary to Fashion: that everything 
hinges on what we believe we must wear, 
or on what others make US believe we 
must war. 

This secret kingdom has almost 
mythical inhabitants: Queasy, the 
Schopenhauer of men’s clothes. who has 
theorized every aspect of the business 



and come up with startling conclusions 
such as. “A good salesman turns dogshit 
iota caviar, Bill. A good salesman is like 
a good Roman Catholic priest.” And 
Jake, whosesmikcan charm flies off the 
wall, but whose nose operation (the one 
he had to improve his appearance) turns 
him into a dangerous weapon when he 
snores, so no woman will sleep with him. 
And above all, Ogden Oliver Opp. the 
tailor-poet, the Alexander Pope of the 
swalshop, whose inspiration is our sb 
cond skin: 

Los, dqw. losf ways demur rhe bear& 
Danrun rhc haberdad~er*s or,: 
Lqlek grnw “WroI”. ,,es crow /b/n: 
Lww shirl ou1 or luck if in? 
BaWcd dmrble, lks ,qowfi:: 
The Fedora or rhe Homburg ha? 
ha rrine NV upllve nidh shrrk‘ing hand 
7-b&- hzp-~.lP,l~e.u~Y of Mon. 
But even this state of affairs does not 

last. Wanda, sick wvirh Willard’s tram- 
formation into a super-salesman, has a 
fling with her dentist. (Somebody should 
write an essay on tbe dentist as villalo in 
Anglo-Saxon literature.) The dentist, 
after driving Wanda home. has an acci- 
dent: his car leaps off the mad and he 
goes - ln Gray’s poetic phrase - “to 
till his last cavity.” Wanda decides that 
Willard must leave and Willard, after 
resigning his post in the empire of 
clothing, turns to a friend fmm the hip- 

: days. 

The hairy crealure ls called The Sxap- 
- “born ogly and legally deaf and 

::d, . . . a freak. long before freaks 
were fashionable and cute” - who 
swvllches off his bearing aid when he 
wants to switch on to his tificial para- 
dise. The Scrapper’s house is crawling 
with other bizarre creatures: the Trash- 
man, whose eating habits would have 
disgusted John Beltii; Ethereal, who 
makes Willard mad with love and yoga: 
Terra Firma. a huge old widow and her 
thug cat. In this house Willard and The 
Scrapper plan a revolution. 

II is impossible to sun up all the 
adventures in this hugely enjoyable 
novel. IL belongs to the tradition of the 
picaresque. with its worthless hem and 
his ghastly deeds; il is also a Bildungs- 
reman (to @e it a grand title), a novel 
of trial and learning in modem-age 
Canada: il is rooted in the history of 
social satire, as serious in its comedy as 
Oscar Wilde’s comedies uwe serious. 

L%zzfed achieves the almosl impossi- 
ble: it is consistently funny over more 
than 200 pages: I found myself giggling 
over the first chapter, stifling with 
laughter toward the middle, and almost 
choking to death when I.got to the last 
page. It is difficult to imagine how this 
book will age., whether its references to 
Lhe plastic world around us will, in 50 
years, be as dead as Alice’s Dodo, and 

Ihtnh?d by ller past, unable to &al with tha banality of sociaty, a 
brilliant poet cmomita soicida, leavinB her husband and a legaoy of 
mourning and guilt. 

“Thla is ficti~ doirtB what it should da” -Alice Mmm h 

whether we shall still be able to read it 
for the sake of its more enduring quali- 
ties: the rlchne?rs of its imagination. 
tender understanding of its characters’ 
tine madness. I think we shall. A good 
humorous novel is perhap the rarest of 
good novels, and L&&d will, in all 
probability, outlive the memory of the 

* Limes it sets out to map. 

ww’s R~ADINO of &d’s ach is at best 
shaky: the signs are Loo ambiguous, the 
intentions too uncertain. Sara Stam- 
baugh’s I Hear the Reaper’s Song (Rain- 
coast. 22.2 pager. $1295 paper) attempt3 
one such reading. In a small Mennonite 
community - Pennsylvania, 1896 - an 
accident occws: a young unmarried 
couple, returning home from a party, is 
hit hy a train at a dangerous crossing. 
For the church elders, the meaning of 
the accident is clear: God. Lhat unfor- 
givingly just Father, has crushed with 
His finger those who have chosen to dis- 
regard His commandments. The com- 
munity is shaken. Never ovenvhe.lmin8ly 
zealous, they now turn to the church to 
seek quick atonement for their sins. In 
the eyes of the Church, the youngsters’ 
death was a warning to a!l: God wants 
faithful obedience because He is a 
jealous God. Bat to the bereaved 
families. to Lhe girl’s life-loving mother 
and skeptical father, God’s acl is an im- 
mensz injustiw, incomprehensible and 
revolting. 

Sara Stsmbaugh has chosen to tell the 
story in the words of Silas H-hey, the 
dead girl’s brother. The starting point is 
an old people’s home where Silu. look- 
ing back on the past. finds himself 
unable Lo talk to anyone about that acci- 
dent of long ago, not even to his cousin 
Biney, “just down the hall.” “Biney 
and I don’t talk about the accident,” he 
says to himself. “Nobody does. but it’s 
still with me, even if I was only fifteen 
back in 1896 when it happened.” 

Silas begins the chronicle of his life in 
Mennonite country: Ihe wonderful 
fields, the difficull Sundays (“Pap 
didn’t approve of Sunday schools”), the 
locust trees that signalled the moment to 
go barefoot because “when those white 
flowers starred hanging in the rows of 
spiny trees, it was summer.” Then the 
accident happens and (he invisible God 
presenls Himself to Silas, incomprehen- 
sible and heartless. But, as time goes on, 
Silas learns Lhat there are other versions 
of the truth, of the Reaper who is boih 
the bread-maker and Death. 

Sara Stambabh is a careful, unprr- 
tentious writer: her prose, like Lhat of 
Laurie Lee or Jean Giono. flows 
through a perfectly stmctured plot that 
is almost imperceptible in its subtlety. At 
times one wishes that her characters had 
a little more depth; one wants a glimpse 

_ 



at the shadier moments that their lives 
must have and which the author seem 
to bun. What moves the bishop, for in- 
stance, that man whose desire is to lead 
souls “by the hand to heave”“? Or what 
are hlunmy’s thoughts when she is left 
alone? Where is the source of her 
strength? 

But these requests for more do not 
spoil the pleasure of what is already 
there: the exploration of the Mennonite 
vzorld, that almost undiscovered co”“- 
try. I Hear Ilte Reaper’s Song is a quiet 
achievement. a pastoral novel that rings 
trw. 

Uowwlnd. by L&y Choyce (Creative 
Publishers, 140 pages, $9.95 paper), can 
be read as a thriller. The Americans are 
trying to set up a nuclear reactor in Nova 
Scotia: a yo”“g teacher-cum-journalist, 
Warren Chandler, almost single- 
handedly opposes the pmject. Politi- 
cians, bureaucrats, the rich and the 
powerful try to stop warren from f”1811- 
ing v:hat he sees as his mission - but 
Warren, convinced of the rightfulness of 
his cmtse, battles on. 

At first Warren is concerned, but not 
fully convinced of the danger. A hippie 
friend from the ‘605, Roger, while smok- 
ing “some real nice Lebanese stuff 
recently come through,” tells Warren 
about the A”xrican plans. “You know 
they manna plant a few CANDUs hem in 
beloved old Nova Scotia. Got a lot of 
money tied up in the Ontario nuclear in- 
dustry and we send our boys off to Ot- 
tax:” to sit around in Parliament and 
find oat how to bring a few back home 
for the wife sod kiddies.” Warren 
reacts: “Roger, what do you think we 
could do about it?” Quite a bit, as it 
turns out. 

Unfortunately, in spite of the novel’s 
eamestness. the resttlt is unco”vinciog. 
The tbrilkr plot is not arrpeaseful 
enough; the characters are Forseeable or 
trite: the political reality it describes 
reads like a” anti-nuke pamphlet. 
Throughout Downwind the message dis- 
turbs the telling of the story, becomes 
too blatant. From the blurb onwards, 
the reader is preached at, and a novel 
with a message preaches only to the co”- 
wted. A political stand alone cannot 
sustain a piece of fiction: anger can serve 
as a point of departure, to investigate 
broader, more secret realities, but left on 
its oo~ it is meaningless; it ends up being 
simply a convention of the times, a 
cliche. 

Dowwind is disappointing because 
Choyce can certainly write: the first half 
of the opening chapter sets a mood and 
sctmery with concise eFFectiveness; later 
in the book, Warren’s dream, after he 
sedts refuse in Ronnie’s house, is 
beautiF”lly crafted and does more to UC- 

plain Warren’s character than many of 
the previous pages Full of conventional 
dialogue, pahaps became it allows a 
certain breathing space between the 
author’s own thoughts and those of his 
creatures. 

t FOUND no such redeeming qualities in 
FIshanvomatt, by Veronika Ross (Pot- 
tersfield Press,.96 pages, $6.95 paper), 
which reads like Da//as anmng the work- 
ing dasses. The mother, Margaret 
Campbell, is senningly in love with her 
son Nomm” and hates her dattghter-in- 
law Mona: it is rumoured that Mona got 
herself pregnant just to marry Norman; 
Margaret is an orphan whose adoptive 
parents, Hiram and Adelaide, would not 
allow her to date until she @elIed at the 
age oF2); Margaret got herself pregnant 
by Lew so she could marry into the 
proud Campbell Family; an old girl- 
Friend. Molly, who has just left her ho+ 
band, entices Norman away From Mona; 
Mona is shattered but decider to lea% 
Nommn repents, leaves Molly, comes 

back and finds Mona gone; Margaret, in 
spite OF her hatred For Mona, convinces 
her to return to Norman; Mona reveals 
that her child is not Norman’s; Margaret 
rmbraccr the baby and whispers “my 
bastard child.” 

I” spite OF the convoluted, improbable 
plot, nothing seems to happen in this 
novel: the characters am limp, static. 
Even Margaret, the oarrator, the 
“ftierwomatt,” skips From tongue-in- 
cheek humour to distrw and back, in 
barely 10 lines, without any credible 
evolution or change. Hem is one exam- 
ple of the staccato narration: “He had a 
red beard like a pirate and posed his 
devil-may-care attitude before his 
Friends. 0” the beach he whimpered and 
moaned in my ear. I wrapped my strong 
legs around hi back and Forced his 
sperm tn stay inside of me. I beeamc 
pregnant.” Fkherwomcm provides the 
readw with no smse of Nova Scotia. no 
psychological or historical background 
for its characters: simply a soap-opera 
intrigue. 0 

POETRY 
-M-P 

Between the lines: beyond the details 
of bibliography, two new studies provide some intimate 

reflections of the lives of the poets 

ME POET Bruce Whitema”, who works 
as a librarian at McMaster University, 
published a short article in the Globe 
and Mail not long ago concerning his 
third role, that of bibliographer. He 
wrote in deftice OF the tradition of the 
authored bibliography, citing the pri- 
mary Function of such books as “the 
witcr’s memory and the critic’s or stu- 
dent’s guide” (lx might have also said 
the collector’s or dealer’s Bible). He was 
speaking of the sort of bibliography that 
in some quarters it now is Fashionable to 
call a checklist, as though to illustrate 
how the Form has bee” cormpled. A gen- 
ttine bibliography, annotated and with 
as much detail as possible about edi- 
tions, states, end first appearances, is a 
thing OF beauty in itself and often a 
revealing mirror of to the person whose 
works arc being serutinizcd. This is ccr- 
tainly the case with Wbiteman’s own 
Collected Poems of Raymond Sow&r: 
Bibliography (Oberon Press, 208 pages, 
$35 cloth) and Fraser Sutherland’s John 
Glassco: A” Rssay and a Bibliography 
(ECW, I21 pages, 58.95 paper). Both 

have significant value as reference works 
but offer more than that. The Sousta 
one can be read as a partial biography OF 
its subject. the Glassco one as a rcvi- 
sionisr criticism. 

To use the Souter bibliqgraphy as a 
narrative one needs only remember a 
few basic Facts: that Soaster was born in 
Toronto in 1921 and that he Fell in with 
Canadian and foreign modernists not 
too long after joining one of the major 
banks where, cxccpt For time oat during 
the Second World War, he has labowed 
since 1939. The pattern OF his literary 
career is quite bankcrly in that the power 
of his verse lies in the decades-long pro- 
cess of accumulation and the ledger-like 
neatness with which the poems are 
tallied in book Form at regular intervals. 
But it pleases many to see the fact that 
he’s a poet and a bank worker as some 
how indicative of contrary strains. Any- 
way. in 1935 Sower bcgan publishing 
vcrsc in both the Toronto Slur and the 
Mail and Empire, papers diametrically 
opposed in everything, it would seem. 
cxccpt their willingness to accept his 



work. He appeared more oflen in the 
Slur than in the Ilfail and Empire. He 
also published in the Globe. where he 
Gigned himself Sappho. possibly because 
it sounded literary to the M-year-old 
mind. 

The sort of poetic career that could 
tlourirlt perversely on a life in banking 
found 1” obstacle in the armed forces. 
Quite the contrary, to judge from a let- 
IU Nhiteman quotes. Souster is in the 
RCAF. stationed in Nova Scotia, and 
writer to a friend. “Since I’ve been 
ported here at Sydney I’ve had plenty of 
time on my hands for writing - more 
cven than I had in civilian life. I’ve 
started a novel and the poems come now 
and then - altogether it keeps me 
busy.” Bibliographies often reveal how 
vxltcrs in one form crave renown in 
some other. and Souster wrote two 
novels about which Whiteman gives all 
the tantalizing details. The first, in 1950, 
was Tit@ Winter of Time, published 
under the name Raymond Holmes by a 
sleazy Toronto paperback house that 
also brought out pseudonymous work 
by Hugh Gamer and Brian Moore. The 
second. in 1973, was a starkly realistic 
RCAF novel called On Xwger. this time 
as John Holmes. It was done by Martin 
Ahvenus, the Toronto bookseller, in a 

dc edition and a limited edition, the 
rer signed not as Holmes but as 

since gained some popular acceptance 
after 20 years as a fixture of the small 
p-e.5 

His fust book publication was Unit of 
Five (Ryenon Press, 1944) ltt which he 
shared space with Louis Dud&, Ronald 
Hambleton, P.K. Page, and James Wre- 
ford. Whiteman quotes fmm Lome 
Pile’s correspondence to show that the 
grouping was not necessarily inspired by 
poetic compatability. As an editor, 
Pierce had been receiving mattuscripts 
from a new generation of poets and for 
some reason felt he couldn’t pubUsh 
them separately in the Ryersott Chap 
book setlas. Punher .c”t’respottdence 
suggests that the book sold very poorly 
indeed. Also, it seems to have been 
revlewd in, of all places, the Toronto 
Bard of Tmde Journal. Various other 
small books and booklets followed. One 
of them wasNew Poems(l94Qof which 
only one copy could be located. 

rt seems that itt 1947 soustcr started 
up a little business called the Enterprise 
Agency to distribute Utemty magazines 
and small press publications. ittcludl 
some he hiilf planned to mime”. 
These were the “forerunner of the Cott- 
tact Press mlmeo~aphed books of the 
1950s.” before that press graduated to 
properly printed books with Dudek’s 
edition of The SelecIed Poeme of Rey- 

“ster. For Soustrr “C course had long 

John Topham et al 
192 pp., ISBN 0 905743 30 X, full-dour, $50.00 cloth 
Though the Bedouin of Saudi Arabia are well known, their arts 

and crafts have been unaccountably neglected. This 
profusely illustrated volume presents a collection encompassing 

their weavings, their costume and jewellery, their 
leatherwork, woodwork, basketry, pottery, and metalwork. 

Both early and more recent examples depict the 
distinctive motifs and vivid designs of the tent-dwelling 

nomad and the townsman, providing a record of a passing way 
of life. The beauty and variety of technique, form, 

and colour are illustrated with 285 full-colour photos. 

R6M 
Publication Services, Royal Ontario Museum, 

100 Queen’s Park, Toronto, Canada MSS 2C6 (416) 9783641 

called E/~ier,wisc A Monihly Review, a 
more obscure one than either his later 
Combustion or Contact. and it seetns 
not to have lasted long. Whiteman 
bell&es that the Ebtterptise publications 
were “intended more for ftiends and 
colleagues than for the publie.” Souster 
himself, in a letter to Irving Layton, sees 
such methods as “one way of gettlttg 
your stuff around to the other half a 
hundred people or so who are 
itttere.sted.” But he published some of 
his work in an edition of only 25, feeling 
t/ml number sufficient to satisfy the 
market. Through this bibliography 
emerges a clear picture of Souster co*- 
ing home every day, retreating to some 
basement or back mom, scratcbittg 
away at his poems and then bucking the 
world’s indifference as to whetlter or not 
the flame was kept alive. It is a timely 
picture. 

A bibliography such as this is impor- 
tant for iu cotttktttstlotts of what’s 
already know but also for its fresh tid- 
bits and new mnnectlotts, since all such 
information together shows the pattern 
of a wtitittg career. It’s interwing to 
learn, for example, that in 1946 Souster 
should have appeared in% Communist 
anthology entitled Spirit of Canadian 
Democmcy. Or to eee pmof of the ex- 
tent to which by the early 1950s he was 
itt touch with, and in league with, the 
international poetry underground as 
typified by Robert Creeley and, especial- 
ly, Cld Cxnmatt. 

_ 

Tbmughottt this period he would 
seem to have received mainly intrmmtml 
“I local notice. Some of his books were 
being reviewed in a journal called The 
Deerand Dachehund. and as late as 1962 
one of his bttportant coU&otts, Place 
OfMeetbzg, was published by the Isaac-s 
Gallery in Toronto rather than by any 
remotely msinstream publisher. But all 
that changed when Ryenon brought out 
The Co/our of the Times in 1964 and 
followed up with Ten Elephanle on 
Yonge S&et in 1965. Then he began get- 
ting twiews in ttewspapets outride 
Tomttto and in Madean’s and Satwday 
Night. He began gcttlng a nott-profes- 
slonal audience, and the books were re 
prlntod more than once. When its 
clturch masters sold Rptsott Press, in 
what seemed the most cold-hearted 
assault on the arts since the dissolution 
of the tttottastetle3, Souster was luckier 
than most. He had already found a 
steady publlsher in Oberon Ptws, which 
has made a tremendous commitment to 
publishing his work, a commitment now 
rounded out with this fue hibUogmpby, 
which ls cettalttly no less than such a 
selfless and good map deserves. 

The Glassco bibllogmphy is of a dif- 
ferent order and has a different lesson to 
teach. The first part of the book is a bio- 
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?&n of him as a stylist. 
mcm For higher rank. II is a credible job, 
wilwn with great affection For the work 
and the person. Sulhedand avoids 
controversy in dealing with someone 
who v,as a pomosapher as well as a 
poet, albeit a pornographer of the~7n de 
sikcle literary kind. Tbe bibliography 
comprisl~ the second portion of the 
book, including an inventory of the 
Glassco papers at McGill and other n- 
positories, cannot escape some implied 
controversy, though it is presented with- 
O”f comment. 

GIassco’s most Famous work, of 
course, is Memoirs of Monlpamasse, 
the on-the-spot autobiography he began 
writing in Paris in 1928. Fragments were 
published at the time but the work was 
not completed, Glassw clabned later, 
undl 1932. The whole manuscript was 
not published until 1970. At that time. 
many suspected it was of more recent 
vintage than he suggested, as it was wit- 
ten inn Fully mature style; Louis Dudek 
took the trouble to cmnpare the orlglnal- 
ly published Fragment with the same sec- 
tion in the completed book and Found 
them almost wholly dissimilar. But that 
vzx only one chapter. Sutherland’s work 
in the Glassco papers, however, does 
tend to show that Glaxo was perhaps 
less than candid in not suggesting that 
Memoirs was, to a good extent, a work 
;;dep 1960s inspired by something 

OF cowse, that detracts From the 
book not at all. But it does speak 10 the 
central crlrical notion that seeps up be- 
twen the lines of this bibliography: the 
iaut that pari of Gla.wo’s art was his 
playing whh test, his playing with Ihe 
very idea ok’ a text. There is some ques- 
tion whether what he maintained were 
his first two books, Canon’s Fig (1928) 
and Contes en crinoline (1929). ever ac- 
tually existed; no copies are known to 
have survived. Bur rhis is Fitting For 
someone rho practised pornography in 
a certain environment and at a certain 
period and mixed it with literature: It 
was subterfuge as much as style perhaps 
that links Glossco the writer of poems 
and tmnsladons to Glassco the writer of 
dirty books. Glassco might even have 
Found Ihat deception was the greater 
part of prurience. 

It ws typical of underground writing 
and publishing generally that he should 
have Found it necessary to describe 
Temple of Pedemsly as a ‘translation 
From the Japanese when in Fact it was his 
original work. But it was typical of him 
particularly. with what now seems his 
pronounced bump of impishness, that 
he should have published something 
called Fedsh Girl under the pseudonym 
Sylvia Baya while dedicating it to one 

John Glasscc.. It does nor seem that he 
shared any impulse with Frederick Philip 
Grove in such malters. and to do Further 
detective work is probably fo miss the 
point. The pbint is only that the poet 
and pornographer was also sort of - 
what could the term be? - a seli- 
inflicted forger. Readers knew this was 
an obvious piece of his equipment as a 
stylist; that’s what made it possible For 
him to finish Beardsley’s unfinished 
Under Ihe Hill. But it was also, we know 
now thanks to this bibliography, a more 
Important pan of his outlook and his 
art. 

Fraser Sutherland synopsises reviews 
of some of Glassm’s books. OF the 
poems in A Poinl @Sky, he quotes a 
1966 review by bill bissett in which 
bissett states, “They all look like bad 
trips to me,” advising Glassco to I‘get 
the air thiu yr windew no english liter+ 
lure its du you/Feel good.” Certainly 
Glassco seems just as well anchored fo 
“engllsh literature” as ever (that is his 
strength, surely). But he now also BP_ 
pears to have been more of an antiquary 
and, in hls almost post-modern relation- 
ship to text. more of an experimenter, 
too. 0 

THE BROWSER 
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Strange bedfellows: the life of Igor Gouzenko, 
the death of Herbert Norman, and 

things that go ‘wok wok wok’ in the night 

By MORRIS WOLFE 

ocnnm 19 was the 30th anniversary of 
Robert Weaver’s lilemry program An- 
ihology on CBC-Radio. In honour of 
that event Macmillan has published The 
Anthology Anthology (224 pages. 
$17.95 cloth), a selection of poetry and 
prose broadcast on the show. Weaver 
had begun work at the CBC in 1948, but 
even before that he was already leaving 
his mark. In a recent essay “Has Any- 
one Here Heard of Marjorie Pickthall?” 
Henry Kreisel describer how Weaver 

don when they met at the Universily of 
Toronto in 1943. A year later. Weaver, 
James Reaney, Robert Sawyer, and 
Kreisel organized The Modern Letters 
Club, which met once or twice a month 
to discuss modern literature. “Weaver 
arranged For places where we could hold 
OUT meetings . . . . It was all very inior- 
mal . . . . Word got around and we 
usually had twenty or thirty people at 
our gatherings. These were always lively. 
People could read anything they liked - 
poetry. fiction. dramatic sketches, or 
critical articles. Some professors showed 
up, too; Norman Endicott quite ire- 
quently, Northrop Frye and Barker 
Fairley occasionally. but Ihey never im- 
posed their presence on us.” Weaver’s 
Anrhologv, in a sense, became a con- 
tinuation of the Modem Letters Club. 

m~~rv-rwg ws_uts after its original 
pub&cation, The University of Waterloo 
has produced a Concordance to 
Gabrielle Roy’s Bonheur d’occasion 
(The Tin P/U&). The Concordance by 

Paul Socken, the first ever undertaken 
For a Canadian prose work, runs 1.136 
pages and sells For 885. According to the 
publisher’s catalogue. “This conco~- 
dance uses the Key Word in Context 
(KWIC) Format. The concorded words 
are listed down the cenlre of the page. 
with the immediate context given on 
&her side. For easy reference, each list- 
ing is preceded by the headword, and the 
total number of occurrences is also 
shown. On the extreme right side of the 
page, the user of the concordance will 
find the listing of the chapter, page, and 
line of the novel From which tie con- 
corded line was taken.” TerrilIc. But 

will use this book and why? 

MY SON recently relumed From living 
and working in a remote village in Indo- 
nesia under the auspices of Canada 
World Youth. While there he spent long 
hours learning the local dialect. He tells 
of walking through the jungle toward 
the end of his stay and being startled by 
a loud “wok wok wok” sound coming 
From the treesahead. “What’s that?” he 
asked. “BinaIang wok wok ilu,” replied 
one of the villagers. (Translation: 
“That’s the animal that goes ‘wok 
wok.’ “) Sometimes. it turns out, know- 
ing the language isn’t enough. 

and Diclionmy of Film arc 
essential reference books for anyone 
seriously interwed in movies. Both 
these dictionaries exist in English- 



language editions translated, edited. and 
updated by Queen’s University pm- 
fessor Peter Morris. As might be ex- 
pccted. Canadian film receives almost 
no attention in these two volumes. Now 
Morris has made up for this omission by 

prehensive guide to more iban 6iO Cana- 
dian lilms and film-makers. The Film 
Companion (Irwin Publishing, 352 
pages, 516.95 paper) immediately 
becomes f/z frst aid to which one turns 
for basic information about Canadian 
film. No Canadian library, no one 
seriously interested in Canadian film. 
should be without it. Of less value is the 
simultaneously published Take Two, a 
collection of cssars on Canadian film 
edited by Seth Feldman (Irwin Publish- 
ing, 320 pages, 514.95 paper). Unfortu- 
nately. Take Two, unlike the earlier 
anthology. Canadian Film Reader, 
edited by Feldman and Joyce Nelson, is 
less than the sum of its parts. Although I 
teach a course in Canadian film. I would 
not require my students to boy this 
book. It’s too diffuse. And, in any case, 
all the articles in Take Two are listed in 
The Fibit Companion and readily avail- 
able. So wby buy it? 

ACCORDING to the Russian embassy the 
most oooular Canadian writer in the 
USSR’is’ Ernest Thompson Scton. A 
Russion translation of his animal stories 
sold KIO.000 copies in 1983. A 1984 
translation into the Kazakh language is 
expected to sell more than 400.000 
copies. The illustrated. 31%page hard- 
cover edition sells for two roubles or 
about 53 Canadian. 

THE TIXXBI.E with Gouzenko: The Un- 
told Story. by John Sawatsky (Macmil- 
lan, 352 pages, $19.95 cloth), is that its 
author hasn’t so much written a book as 
shorn us his research. This collection of 
interviews with people who knew Igor 
Gouwnko. or who have made a study of 
him. is not without interest. But Sawat- 
sky oxed it to his readers to shape this 
material into the kind of narrative he 
provided us with in his excellent Men in 
the Shadows and For Services Rendered. 
His failure to do so here, and his failure 
to draw obvious conclusions, is puzz- 
ling. One such conclusion, as James 
Eayyrs puts it, is that the great irony of 
Gouzenko “was how completely he had 
sold out to the worst aspecls of the socie- 
ty he had defected to.” 

ho ONE who reads the essays in R.H. 
Norman: His Life and Scholarship, 
edited by Roger W. Bowen (University 
of Toronto Press, 206 pages, 524.95 
cloth), or who has read Charles Taylor’s 
chapter on Herbert Norman in Six 
Journeys .4 Canadian. Palrem, can 

doubt that a full-length biography of 
this fascinating man is needed. There me 
no imnics in-this story as in that of 
Gouzcnko; there’s only tragedy. Herbert 
Norman was a Canadian diplomat who 
had been a Communist in the 1930s. 
Norman was hounded by American Me- 
Carthyitcs until he committed suicide in 
Bgypt in April, 1957. It seems clear that 
without Norman’s efforts in the months 
preceding his death Lester Pearson 
wouldn’t have woo his Nobel Peace 
Prize. What the McCarthyites failed to 
realize is that people can change. Bowen 
writes that during his short life, Norman 
“changed from a classics student into a 
published Japanologist. from agraduate 
rrscarcher into a omvocative scholar. 
from a language officer into a skilled 
ambassador, from a doctrinaire Marxist 
into e Jeffersonian liberal. from an 
ideologue into a philosopher, from a 
hopeful lover of life into a 
suicide . . . .” 0 

LE37ER.S 

AsMomtm~editor of Grain, I read with 
bItcrest caly Fagan’s article on literary 
magazines in Canada (“Small begin- 
nings,” Augusl/Scptembcr). One of 
Pagan’s conclusions - “a Literary 
review with gIee.ter prominence than the 
current offuingD would be a valuable 
addition to the seend’ - will receive lit- 
tle disagreement. But Fagan’s grasp of 
the Uterary scene in Canada, how it 
works and how it might be itiprovcd, 
seems to me to be about l~l wrong- 
headed 89 it is thin. 

Fagan can’t make up his mind about 
the impact that lItc.rary magazines have. 
His major mittion of impact seems to 
be that publication in literary magazines 
l&d lo publication of a book by a major 
publisher; a minor criterion is that it lead 
to “‘almost instant recognition” for the 
titer. Tbe example be gives of the‘latter 
Is one. end fordgn; the examples he con- 
siders with respect to the former are 
ambivelent at best. To be sure, such a 
notion of bnpact as Fagan has might 
have been used to mcasurc the “effect” 
of Litermy magazines; but the lack of 
rigour with which Pagan conducted his 
research Eould lead only to his vapid 
conclusions. No attempt has been made 
to survey the relationship between 
publication in a literw magazine and 
either publication of a book or public 

rem@ion. More tellingly, given that 
very few writers reach the top, however 
“top” is defined. no litaaty magazine 
cttn have any significant impact at all by 
Fagan’s criteria. Perhaps tbe concept as 
well as its use lack rigour. 

The r&on dWre of the literary mega- 
zige is neither the offer of instant recog- 
nition nor the possibility of book 
publication (though both may follow 
naturally, if infrequently). Literary 
m&nes cxlst to publish new wrfting, 
by new and established writas, for en 
audience that (one essumcs) is interested 
in leambtg to read it. That is, literary 
magazines serve the cause of writing 
rust, not the causes of recognition or 
book publishing. 

Despite its thinness and wrong- 
headedncss, Fag&s article dots serx 
one function: it raises, by begging, the 
question of how to increase the reader- 
ship of new writing in Canada. It is time 
for tbe literary community to address 
this question, and I make the suggation 
because I believe that a great deal of the 
new writing, as it appears In the 
Literaries, is good enough to appeal to a 
popular (not just liter&y) audience. The 
interests of writers, readers, magazines. 
and book publishers would be \ve& 
served by a regular, national showcase 
of new writing drawn fmm the exisdng 
tiretics. 

How might this be accomplished? 
Would a “high profile” or 
“prominent” litemry magazine do it? I 
think not, but the question rcquirrs 
serious study. Is it time for a national 
literary supplement? Such ao idea has 
been discussed by a group of cditon of 
Litermy magezines associated with the 
Canadian Pctiodical Publishers Assode 
tion. It deserves further srudy and, no 
doubt, .refinement. Above all. 
something needs to be done: the writers 
are there, the IiterarI~ arc (by and Iai-ge) 
doing their job, and only falnt- 
heartcdocss by the literary community 
prevents us from tcsthtg our new writing 
od the larger publie. What arc we t&g 
to hide? 

One last comment on Fag&s article: 
some of John Steffler’s fine poems have 
been published in at least one literary 
magazine - Grain (August. 1981). D.o 
tell McClelland & Stewart, in case they 
read Books In Canada! 

E.F.‘Dy& 
S=katoon 

IP .CARY PAGAN had taken a corsory 
glance at the magazine racks, then he 
would’ve been better equipped to write 
his article. PerhaN he should have 
spoken to more than one local magazine 
editor. If he had, he might have learned 
of Wynne Francis’s comprehensive 
study, entitled “The Expanding Speo- 

. 



trum.” in which she delineates the pro- 
liferation of small magazine production 
from the early ’60s onward (Canadian 
Litererrure. No. 57). Francis’s article 
could’ve provided essential historical 
bnckground to a subject that Fagan is 
apparently unacquainted with. 

Fagan’s liiht-footed opinions on the 
role of the so-called small magazine in 
this country may have blundered along a 
v:ell-known boulevard or two, but even- 
tually his myopic meanderings led to 
commonplace cul-de-sacs. According lo 
Fagan. there are no Canadian magazines 
that are considered “essential reading 
for rhc best and riskiest in “ew writing.” 
I agree that there is a great diversity of 
small magazines in Canada, but let’s not 
pretend that the grass roots hold no in- 
fluence. Fapan seems blithely unaware 
of publications that have served as a 
support structure to the careers of the 
supposed “magic circle” of writers to 
which he alludes. Perhaps Pierre Berton 
a”d Peter C. Newman never appeared 
on the pages of Tirh Or Lo Barre do 
Jour. Ba then Berton and Newman 
aren’t know for pmduclng “the best 
and rhe riskiest in new writing.” 

I v:o”‘t bother to list the superb talent 
that originally appeared in Canadian 

literary magazines. I won’t object to 
Fagan’s argument that the small maga- 
zine is not a particularly great influence 
on the nation’s more comwveriw book 
publishers. It’s beside the point whether 
or not a magazine can launch a writer 
into some kind of “magic circle” if that 
circle is determined by publishers who, 
understandably, are as interested in 
making a dollar as in contributing to the 
culture of this nation. Fagan’s argument 
ignores the fact that the mison d%Ir@ of 
the little magazine is not the same as the 
motive governing Maclean Hunter or 
McClelland & S~ewarl. He also ignores 
quality alternate presses that are very 
much in tune with new developments in 
writing and that are now a” important 
part of the Canadian mainstream like 
House of Anansl and Oberon Press. 
These presses have traditionally drafted 
their best writers from the small maga- 
zine circuit. It is well-known that the 
larger, more established presses draw 
talent from the alternate press group. 

I don’t mea” to disparage the work of 
the more established presses in the coon- 
try, for they’ve done much to make 
Canadian witing available to th! world. 
Nor do I mean to take away from more 
conventional magazines like Tamamck, 

:w THE TEA~ slides toward its close, the Light-C&wed H&g@ 
the end also appmaches both for 0 Roughing II In the Bush: Counrry Lire 

Tomnto’r 150th anniversary and (if q Ccxkswe: Overmn~denc@ 

we are to believe the government’s 
.hypel Ontario’s bicentennial. Natur- Hononrable menlIons: 

ally. a number of books have been 
0 D@afh of @ Lady’s Man: Dwfh aI @ 

published to celebrate the virtues of 
FtMhliSi 

the province and its capital. but we 
0 The Unquief Bed: The Resdex PelIel 

wonder how the rest of Canada feels 
q Sowing Seeds in Demo: Pleedng 

Spuds in Denny 
about all this self-congratulation. - James Larsen. Vancouver 
Non-centrist readers are invited to 
compose commemorative verses that 
put Ontario or Toronto in their 

•i Fr&o/rh@ Eerlh: A Viea~?mm Ihe 

place. The prize is szli. Deadline: - James C. Read, Halifax 
December 1. Address: CanWit No. 
97. Boo!zs irr C@n@d@. 366 Adelaide 0 Tke Pal Woman Nert Door Is Prcg- 

Street East, Tomnlo MSA 3X9. 
RI!: The Fe! Women New Door is 
Gerring t=@fI@r 

l%zu.lto of CanW% No. 95 
- Nicky Hood, Vancouver 

OUR REQUEST for expurgated book 
titles pmduced a” orgy of double 

0 The Mmr&e Bed:,A Guide 10 And- 
que Fernirure 

entendre, dutifully rendered lame. - Yrjo Rikkonen, Iowa City, Iowa 
The winner is Stephen Elliott of 
Pcrerborough, Our., for the follow- 0 Priwe P@rls: Th@@tr@ Wirhout w 

ing titles and their censored transla- Audiem-@ 

tions: 0 A House Ffdl of Women: The Con- 

0 Th@ Swinging F/@sh: The Pcnduium - W.P. Kinsella. White Rock, B.C. 
0 EaNs For @ One-Armed Juggler: 

Objccls /or @ On@-Arm@d Juggler 0 P@ndor@‘P B@x: P@ndom’s Cont@i@@r 

0 A Gum@ of Touch: Tag -Wayne Grady 
0 Pal ofSilv@r Bush: P@t Who Liws by Chaffey’s Locks, Ont. 
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which served a usaful function in their 
time. In fact, I could be dead wrong 
about all of this. It could also be that 
George Woodcock never edited “or 
lifted pen, and it could be that Ha& 
quin Books are planning to launch a 
“post-modern” IIOII~~~” mmon series. 
On the other hand, if Gary Faga” is on 
the right track, then we may soon be 
reading about “meta-fiction” in the 
“Canadian” edition of Reader’s Di.g@sf. 

Karl Jirgens 
Editor, Rampike Mag@gin@ 

Toronto 

Miising tie boa8 

JOHN OODDARD’S biographical article on 
Edith lglauer (August/September) is the 
best piece of writing I’ve read in Books 
in Canada; perhaps the most interesting 
biographical sketch I’ve mad in any 
magazine. So absorbing. in fact, that 
when i began to remad the descriptions 
of Iglsuer, l missed the ferry to return 
home and had the pleasure of poring 
over the entire article again. 

Susan Yates 
Gabrioloa, B.C. 

HARBOUR PU~USHINO, “ear Pendv Har- 
bow, B.C., is run by Howard White, 
know” to his friends.as Howie. 1 inad- 
vertently called him Harold in my profile 
of Edith Iglauer. Sorry, Howie. 

John Goddard 
TOrO”t0 

THANK YOU for your wonderful article 
on Edith Iglauer. It WBS gnatly enjoyed. 
save for one on&ion. You failed to 
mention that Douglas & McIntyre is the 
publisher of that “important book” 
Inuil Journey; or that Den&m’s lee 
Ro@d, “which w+ published in part by 
the New Yorker,” was published in full 
by Douglas&McIntyre. We know that it 
is easy to ignore the West Co& but we 
are here and we continue to publish ex- 
cellent books. 

Rick Anto”.%on 
General Manager 

Douglas & McIntyre 
Va”COUVer 

I HAYE TO take exception to Morris 
Wolfe’s slap at The Journal 
(August/September) for its arts 
documentaries. The poor CBC; they 
can’t win for losing. The Journal has a 
huge audience; these documentaries are 
intended to show that there is a living, 
unique individual behind the bopks. and 
to pique interest of readers and would- 
he readers. 

Halya Kuchmij’s entertaining and 80 
curate documentary on me sold “the siz- 
zle not the steak’,’ and in eight minutes 

. . ..---_- _ .~ 



accomplirhed far more than a two-hour 
documentary of “talking heads” 
mumblinp about ma9ic realism and 
reli9ious symbolism in Shoelec JOE. 
which would not sell a single book, and 
be of interest to no one but the “300” 
on the inside OF CanLit. 

T/w Journal’s documentaries on 
wirers are good for book stores. pub- 
lishers, and especially for writers like 
me, significantly increasing sales. allow- 
ing me to eke out a living as a full-time 
story-reller. 

W.P. Kinxlla 
Iowa City. Iowa 

Classlfled rates: $5 per line (40 
characters to the Ilne). DeadlIne: first of 
the month For Issue dated Following 
month. Address: q ooke In Canada Class= 
ifled. 386 Adelaide Street East, Toronto 
M5A 3X9. Phone: (418) 3636429. 

CASH PAID FOR PENGUIN paperbacks: 
good condition. Gall Wilson Bookseller, 
198 Queen W., Toronto. 59&2024. 

“CR.‘ZY” YJAY TO LOSE v%?FGHT. May. 
be It’s crazy. but It works! No drugs. No 
counting calcrIes. Mall onlyS2. to: ARW 
Box 16&L, Barrington, N.J. 09007-0180 

EUROPEAN PUBLISHER seeke to buy 
small to medium Canadlan publlshlng 
flrm of practical, “how to” books. Write 
ye;;;:” catalog to Box 15, Books In 

MILLION DOLLAR HEALTH SECRET 
Become an excltlng, Sensual, new you! 
Full tnstructlons only $1.00 - Mall now 
to ERVY Box 16O.H. Barrington, N.J. 
09007.0160 

OLD AND RARE BOOKS. Canadiana 
Catalogues. HerlIege Books, 866 
Palmerston Ave., Toronto, Ontario M6G 
252 

RARE. OIP CANADIAN BOOKS. DeSCrlP 
tlve catalogues sent. C&E Books. Box 
2744 I:Itchener. Ontarfo NZH 6N3 

SELL BY PHONE with new atttometfC 
system. New solid state eleCtmnlC 
system makes selling by telephone big 
business. Speeds up calling many tlme8, 
outs costs, Invatuable For getting sales 
leads, direct selllng, Fund ralslng, 
polltical canvasslng. As automatlo as a 
computer. as personal as the human 
voice. Simple to operate. For details oon- 
tact: Box 160-M. Barrlnoton. N.J., 

USED LAW BOOKS. 30 day Free exam- 
Ination. Write J.L. Heath, 66 Isabella St. 
11105. Toronto M4X lN3.922.0949. 

THE EDITORS RECOMMI3VD 
I . . I 

THE FO~.LO\“~ND Canadlln books were 
reviewed in the previous issue of Books 
in Canada. Our recommendations don’t 
ttecasarily reflect the reviews: 

FItXION 
Stna Daisy Creek, by N.O. Mkchelf, Mae 

millan. Mitckell takes some severe chances 
in his Istut novel, but compared to its 
strengths, its weaknesses are minor. Ir- 
werant. touching. life-aFfinnin& it fs 
everything WC have eeme to expect of a con- 
summate story-teller. 

POErRY 
Mountain Tea, by Peter van Toorn, Me 

Clelland & Stewart. Admiring, moved, 
greedy readers. haunted by the burden 
poetry sometime bears for van Toom, can 
only hope that his typewriter - his “bell- 
twanging letter and ink box” - sin% 
rings, and twa”9s out more books as ex- 
tmordinary es this one. 

BOOKS RECEWED 
., .r- 

X-E FOUOW~NO Canadian books have 
been received by Books in Canada in re- 
cent reeks. Inchtsion in this list does not 
preclude a review or notice in a future 
iSSUe: 



D on’t you know someone who’d love 
to receive a subscription to Books in 
Canada this Christmas? Someone who 
likes to keep up with the latest develop- 
ments in Canadian literature, who enjoys 
good writing, incisive criticism, snappy 
interviews, and informative columns? 
Only Books in Canada provides all that, 

_____-___--__----____--_---------- 

ten times a year, at such a low price: 
our special Christmas gift subscription 
rate is only $10.00. Come to think of it, 
now may be a good time to treat yourself 
to a subscription, at this same special 
rate. Give Book-s in Canada to your 
friends or to yourself: you’ll find us a 
very pleasant surprise - ten times a year! 

,----_--____----_----~~~ _____&_, 

Please send oneyear gift subscription at $10.00 each to 
the persons listed below: 

Name Name 

Address Address 

_ Postalcode Postal code 

I would like you to send notice before Christmas of 
my gift signed from 

Make cheques payable to: Canadian Review of 
Books Ltd., 366 Adelaide St. E., Toronto M5A 3X9 

My name is 

Postal code 
0 I too want to subscribe fo 

$10.00 
0 My cheque is enclosed. 
0 Please bill me. 
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PIERRE BERlON’ 
The Promised Land 524.&’ 

S&&,:,p~yq: : J: &ii MACDONALD 
_ ,‘. .- -‘, 

Deluxe Edition $35.00’ * 
.‘&~&te &&I, $34.95 ,.,.. - ,..Mulroney 521.95 
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JOHN and JANET FOSTER 
J. DOUCLAs HARVEY. ,‘j FARLEY MOWAT 

Laughter-SilveRd Wings $19.95 Sea of Slaughter 524.95 
Adventures in Wild Canada 529.95 

IVAN GANTSCHEV MARGARET LAURENCE 
KNOWLTON NASH 

The Chrisbnas slain $14.95 The Christmas Birthday 
History on the Run 519.95 

ALISON GORDON 
Story S7.95pb CHARLES TAYLOR, Ed. 

Foul Balls! $19.95 China Hands: The Globe and 
BRUCE LITTELJOHN Mail in Peking S16.95pb 

WALTER GRETZKY aad JIM TAYLOR and WAYLAND DREW 
Grekkyz From Backyard Rink A Sea Within: The Gulf SCOTT YOUNG 
to the Stanley Cup $17.95 of st. Lawrence $39.95 Neil and Me $19.95 
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